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FOREWORD

The ASTM E119 test procedure (or equivalent) is used to determine whether a construction assembly or structural element meets the fire resistance rating requirements specified in prescriptive building codes. Fire statistics indicate that these requirements appear to be adequate in meeting the intended fire safety objectives of the prescriptive codes. In recent years it has become more common to design buildings for fire safety on a performance basis. The standard fire resistance test in its present form is not designed to provide discrete information that can be used in support of performance-based structural fire design. The technology of the test standard could be improved to make the measurements and results more useful for performance-based fire design.

This report presents the results of a study undertaken by the Foundation to develop the technical basis for changes and additions to ASTM E119 so that measurements and results can be used in performance-based design, without compromising the traditional use of the test standard for prescriptive building code compliance.

The Research Foundation expresses gratitude to the report authors Craig Beyler, Jesse Beitel, Nestor Iwankiw, and Brian Lattimer of Hughes Associates, Inc.; and the Project Technical Panelists and Principal Sponsors listed on the following page.

The content, opinions and conclusions contained in this report are solely those of the authors.
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The Technical Basis of a Fire Resistance Test
for Performance-Based Fire Design of Buildings

1.0 INTRODUCTION

There is an ongoing trend in Fire Protection Engineering toward Performance-Based Design (PBD) and toward rational engineering of fire protection in lieu of prescriptive requirements. This approach requires engineering data that existing test methods, like ASTM E 119 (American Society for Testing and Materials), are not currently configured to provide (Grosshandler, 2002). The lack of engineering data from standard fire resistance test methods requires that performance-based design utilize data obtained from ad hoc test methods performed outside of the scope of standard test methodologies. This process is lacking in both standardization and efficiency.

In addition to other limitations with respect to test procedures, measurements, and reporting, reproducibility of standard furnace testing has always been a serious issue. Fire resistance tests are unique within the fire test world in that the apparatus is only generally specified in the test standard. Fuels, burners, furnace linings, furnace dimensions, loading levels, and loading mechanisms are either unspecified or only generally specified. This has led to the situation that test results cannot be reproduced from laboratory to laboratory. This situation causes significant problems in a performance-based design environment.

The goal of this project is to identify the needed capabilities of a standard fire resistance test to support Performance-Based Structural Fire Engineering (PBSFE). A test plan outline to develop and validate the proposed capabilities, procedures, and instrumentation has been developed and is included in this report. The test plan outline provides an approach to evaluate the ability of the recommendations to be implemented, and to evaluate the value added by the recommendations. The recommendations developed in this report are intended to apply to the entire range of fire resistive assemblies. However, the accompanying test plan outline utilizes two common building elements; composite concrete slab/steel beam floor assemblies and gypsum-protected load bearing steel-stud walls as test beds for the evaluation of the recommendations. It is intended that such testing will provide a partial basis for the inclusion of the recommendations into a test standard. It is envisioned that the work will support the ongoing development of fire resistance test methods in ASTM E 5.

While there is emerging interest in Performance-Based Structural Fire Engineering, it is understood that the existing test methods that support prescriptive requirements will be needed for the foreseeable future. It is recognized that some of the recommendations in this report may be applicable to existing test methods that support current prescriptive design approaches. Recommendations that may be applicable to existing test methods are summarized in Section 6.4.

The existing test methods and the listings that have resulted from application of these test methods are a significant legacy that has served the fire community since the 1920s. The combination of the test methods, the listings, and prescriptive fire resistance requirements of the building codes have resulted in very satisfactory overall fire performance of buildings. The goal
of this work is not to alter this prescriptive-based system. Rather, the goal of this work is to provide a partial basis for a complementary performance-based system for the provision of structural fire protection. Given the long history of the prescriptive-based system, discussions of the provisions of a new performance-based system will inevitably include a juxtaposition of the properties of the new performance-based system relative to the existing prescriptive-based system. These juxtapositions inevitably focus on the shortcomings of the prescriptive system with respect to performance-based design. The simple fact is that the design approaches are different and have different requirements. It is appropriate for the development of performance-based methods to grow out of our extensive experience with the prescriptive system. When elements of the prescriptive system are highlighted as not appropriate for performance-based design, these are simply expressions of the differences in the requirements of the two systems and are not appropriately regarded as failures of the prescriptive system. The prescriptive approach has provided very satisfactory results in application. It is simply hoped that the performance-based system can provide similarly satisfactory or better results in a more cost-effective manner.

1.1 Ongoing Developments in Structural Fire Protection Design Methods

In the area of engineered structural fire protection, there are many ongoing organizational efforts to develop the required design method infrastructure. The Society of Fire Protection Engineers (SFPE) has a committee working on a standard for determination of the design fire exposure. SFPE is also in the process of constituting a committee to develop a standard on the thermal/heat-transfer portion of the design process. The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), meanwhile, is developing a standard for fire loads for structural fire protection design. These committees are coordinating their efforts to produce a suite of documents that collectively support PBSFE.

While the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) had announced some time ago its intention to produce a document in the structural portion of the design process, it seems that this process has not yet materialized (ASCE Committee for Structural Design for Fire Conditions is charged with development of a Performance-Based Fire Design Standard). There is no doubt that the SFPE efforts on the heat-transfer portion and ASCE’s efforts on the structural portion will require data that cannot be obtained using current test methods.

In that vein, there is a task group working within ASTM E 05.11 (Fire Resistance) that is developing a guidance document for conducting nonstandard furnace tests. All these activities have European counterparts generally encompassed by the Eurocode suite of documents. Based upon the various ongoing related activities, there is a genuine need to develop means for integrating standardized fire resistance test results into the performance-based structural fire engineering process.

1.2 Outline of the Analysis Approach

The approach to analyzing the recommendations for fire resistance testing in support of PBSFE begins by reviewing the PBSFE design process. Based upon the needs of PBSFE and the research literature, recommendations are developed in the areas of heat-transfer/thermal response, structural performance, and test documentation. The recommendations are first stated,
and then the basis for the recommendation is developed from the research literature. Appendix A includes a bibliography of research in structural fire engineering.

2.0 PERFORMANCE-BASED STRUCTURAL FIRE ENGINEERING (PBSFE)

While the field of Performance-Based Structural Fire Engineering is in the developmental stage, the overall structure of the process has been well defined for some time. Grosshandler (2002) outlined the process in summarizing a recent fire resistance workshop. The process includes both design and analysis components. The analysis components involve the definition of the design fire exposure, the thermal/mechanical response of the structural assembly (including any fireproofing materials), and structural response of the structural system. The broader design processes are shown in Figure 1, including inputs from building code requirements and inputs from assembly listings. Here we take a broad view of assembly listings to include any engineering data that can be deduced from the testing involved in the development of the listing (despite the fact that such test data is not made public by the listing organization or test sponsors at the current time) or fire resistance testing not associated directly with the listing process. The recommendations developed in this report are intended to provide additional engineering information and data from the activity noted in Figure 1 as “Assembly Listing and Data.” These infrastructure components are shown above the dashed line, while the actual design portion of the process is shown below the dashed line. The design components include the architectural and structural designs of the building, which form the basis for the fire engineering design.

The fire engineering begins with the development of a design fire exposure to the structure. This normally takes the form of a time-temperature curve based upon the fire load, ventilation, and thermal properties of the bounding surfaces (walls, floor, and ceiling). Design fire loads are dependent upon the occupancy and other fire protection features of the building. Significantly, with respect to furnace testing, the performance of the boundaries to limit fire spread is the primary component of defining the design fire area. Often the exposed fire area is defined by boundaries with sufficient fire resistance to prevent fire spread under the design fire load density. It is significant to note that the time-temperature curves developed in compartment fires most often exceed the time-temperature curves used in the test methods like ASTM E 119. As noted by Drysdale (1999), this has been recognized but tacitly accepted since the 1920s in the setting of prescriptive fire resistance requirements for buildings.

Based upon the architectural and structural designs, the design fire is used to develop the passive fire protection design. This involves the selection of fire resistive assembly constructions for use as walls, columns, and floor/ceiling assemblies. The assemblies are selected to survive the design fire exposure, to be consistent with the architectural/structural design, and to provide cost-effective protection. It would be normal to develop more than one set of conceptual designs for further evaluation.
Figure 1. Performance-based structural fire engineering (PBSFE) design process.
Detailed design involves the use of thermal/mechanical models to assess the performance of each conceptual design, resulting in trial protection thicknesses based upon tentative thermal failure criteria. It is typical to perform two-dimensional heat-transfer analyses, but three-dimensional analyses are sometimes required. It is significant that existing models cannot deal with the mechanical performance of the assembly in any substantive manner. Loss of physical integrity of a material or the assembly cannot be modeled at this time. The designer relies entirely upon the results of testing to assure that physical integrity is maintained over the design exposure period. In most cases, the engineer will seek to use materials and assemblies that can be relied upon to maintain integrity, or alternatively simple, and somewhat ad hoc, assumptions about material loss are made in the design calculations.

The final analysis process is the prediction of structural performance of the structure under design loads with the structural elements heated according to the heat-transfer analysis. This analysis can be performed for individual elements, for the substructure in the fire area, or for the complete structural system. Typically, multiple analyses are performed with more detailed analysis at the element level and more basic analysis at the structural system level.

Based upon the performance of the system, redesign may be indicated. This could include changes to the structural design (especially if changes here could allow removal of fireproofing altogether), changes in the passive design concept (e.g., change insulating material), or alterations in the detailed design of the passive fire protection (modify the thicknesses of the insulation). Other redesign aspects are possible, but these are the most common.

As indicated in Figure 1, the assembly listing and data that is, or could be, included in the listing documentation can contribute to the passive fire protection design, the thermal/mechanical analysis, and the structural fire performance analysis. It is important to note that the listing documentation (e.g., the test report) is not a public document under the current system so that these can only be used with the assistance of the owner of the listing. In addition, the current listing may not be directly supported by reported tests. Testing may have been performed with an old version of the protective material and the current material may be accepted under the listing based upon the listing agency’s engineering judgment. While this may be satisfactory for prescriptive use of the product, it has serious limitations with respect to PBSFE.

Other data sources, not shown in Figure 1, also contribute to these design and analysis processes. These include other published data concerning temperature dependent structural properties of materials and thermal properties of insulating materials. While some of this data is produced using standard methods, other data is obtained via ad hoc testing methods.

The analysis methods employed in the design process may vary from special purpose software to general heat-transfer or structural analysis software. Some software is developed by the designer, some is developed by government laboratories, and some is commercial software. There is a specific need to address applicability, validation, and verification of these methods for use in specific Performance-Based Structural Fire Engineering (PBSFE) designs.

It is the vision of this report that a fire resistance test in support of PBSFE should be a part of the validation and verification (V&V) basis for the application of analysis tools to specific fire resistance designs. All needed data to support the analysis should be developed through tests.
designed for that purpose (e.g., thermal properties and structural properties). The furnace test should be conducted and instrumented to provide high quality data and boundary conditions to form a data set that can be predicted using the analysis tools. The successful prediction of the test would form a partial basis for demonstrating the applicability of the models to the particular fire resistance design. The test would further identify any mechanical behaviors such as erosion, cracking, spalling, shrinkage, fastener failures, warpage, and other behaviors that need to be mitigated in the design or accommodated in the design calculations.

There is a wide range of testing and reporting aspects of standard fire test methods that are required to support PBSFE. These include simple characterization of the test article and the properties of the component materials, as well as substantive measurements made and the conduct of the test itself. It has been recognized for many decades that realistic fire exposures can exceed the exposure in ASTM E 119 and that the exposure conditions to the assembly vary among furnaces operated in a manner consistent with existing test methods. There is also a need to develop and validate thermal properties of insulating materials and the methods and instrumentation of standard test methods to support PBSFE. There are definite unresolved issues concerning the structural conduct of the test to assure that the results are applicable to longer spans and connections found in actual construction. This brings to the fore issues of structural scaling laws, and the use of structural rather than thermal endpoints for the test. Issues also exist with the conduct of the test with respect to failure criteria. Valuable failure mode data can be provided by the practice of “testing to failure.” These and other issues have received varying levels of attention in the testing and research literature. There is no doubt that a new fire resistance test method can become a valuable tool in PBSFE design. The recommendations included in the following sections are in support of this objective.

3.0 TEST METHOD RECOMMENDATIONS – THERMAL/HEAT-TRANSFER

The test requirements with respect to the thermal aspects of the test method involve measurements/instrumentation, furnace-operating conditions, and test documentation. These requirements relate to the representation of realistic fire exposures and production of data that can directly support PBSFE. The recommendations are followed by a discussion of the issue and the basis for the recommendation.

Heat-transfer analysis through an assembly exposed to fire conditions must be conducted using models that have been verified and validated (V&V) with data that is representative of the expected fire conditions. Guidance is provided in this section of the report to develop a furnace test that generates thermal response data that can be used to V&V heat-transfer models. Data collected will provide a means for engineers to V&V models for predicting the variables of potential concern in a fire resistance simulation including temperature profiles through the assembly, temperature rise of an item placed against the unexposed side of the assembly, and total heat flux off the unexposed side and/or through transparent portions of the assembly.

Furnace construction and control are detailed to provide a consistent, repeatable exposure that minimizes the effects of test article construction on the exposure conditions. A furnace calibration test is recommended to quantify the thermal exposure onto a test article. This should be done through the measurement of total heat fluxes from the furnace onto the test article as well as the thermal response of noncombustible boards with known thermal properties. With this
data, heat-transfer models can be used to predict temperature profiles through the noncombustible boards, demonstrating the capability of the model to predict heat transmission due to a furnace exposure. These procedures minimize furnace-to-furnace differences and provide a basis for validating the model performance with the furnace to be used to test the assembly to be used in PBFPE. This procedure will directly support round-robin comparisons of furnaces to insure the consistent application of the test method among laboratories.

The recommended furnace exposure conditions are based on an upper bound of conditions that have been measured in compartment fire testing, including temperature, pressure, and oxygen levels. By conducting tests at the upper bound of possible conditions, the performance of the assembly has been evaluated over the range of potential fire exposures. The use of an upper-bound exposure condition to evaluate materials or assemblies will provide some assurance that for most materials, performance under a less severe exposure will not result in a degradation of performance. When extrapolating performance from one fire exposure to a more severe fire exposure, there are no assurances that the performance of materials or assemblies will be predictable. Some materials may perform well at elevated temperatures, while other materials may expand, contract, warp, spall, change phase, debond, or crack, and fasteners may fail. Materials may lose integrity and fall off from the surface. Many of these phenomena and failure modes cannot be predicted using the current state-of-the-art models. Therefore, testing products at the upper bound of temperature level expected is currently the only way to demonstrate the overall performance of a material.

A model that is validated against this upper-bound exposure data will also be demonstrated to be appropriate for predicting the thermal response of the assembly over the range of exposures. Temperature data can be used to demonstrate that the thermal properties being used in the heat-transfer analysis are appropriate. In cases where material failures occur (i.e., fall off the exposed side), the through-thickness temperature data can be used to understand when such failures may occur and data could be used to assist in developing/validating constitutive models to predict these failures. Through model validation with the calibration test, as well as the test on the actual assembly, the heat-transfer model could be used with confidence to predict thermal response of the assembly during compartment fire exposures.

### 3.1 Instrumentation

#### 3.1.1 Furnace Temperature Control

*Recommendation T-1: Plate thermometers should be used to measure furnace temperature and control the furnace exposure. There should be nine plate thermometers equally distributed across the test specimen surface. Plate thermometers are typically placed 0.10 m (4 in.) away from the sample; however, a larger spacing is desired to prevent them from potentially being damaged by failing test articles. Testing needs to be performed to demonstrate that a larger spacing does not affect the thermometer measurement.*

Engineers need a repeatable furnace exposure that is as independent as possible from the test article construction and the furnace details. This will allow modelers to use the thermal exposure calibration test described in Section 3.2 as a basis for the thermal exposure in all tests. In order
to provide a repeatable furnace exposure, the furnace temperature measurement used to control the furnace should not be sensitive to test article construction and furnace details.

Plate thermometers have been documented to provide a more repeatable exposure furnace-to-furnace and within the same furnace with different types of test articles. Based on analysis by Babrauskas and Williamson (1978), Wickstrom (1989, 1997) developed the plate thermometer to provide a temperature measurement that had no radiative view of the test article, to remove the variation due to thermocouple design and bead size, to reduce the effects of variations in furnace construction, and to result in a heat-transfer coefficient similar to a test specimen.

Plate thermometers have been shown to minimize the variation in exposure measured within different furnaces. Testing with different furnaces has demonstrated that using plate thermometers to control furnace temperature reduces the effects of different furnace linings (van der Luer and Twilt, 1999, Harada et al., 1997, Davies and Dewhurst, 1996, Cooke, 1994), furnace depths (Harada et al., 1997, Fromy and Curtat, 1999, Cooke, 1994), and furnace gas emissivity through burning different fuels (Cooke, 1994, Harada et al., 1997, Fromy and Curtat, 1999). Testing has also demonstrated that plate thermometers provide a more consistent thermal exposure, independent of the thermal properties of the test specimen (van de Leur and Twilt, 1999).

The thermal exposure produced when the furnace exposure is controlled using plate thermometers has been shown to be less severe than furnaces controlled using shielded thermocouples in the early portions of the test (up to about 10 minutes), but more severe than furnaces controlled with bare thermocouples throughout the test. Compared with shielded thermocouples, Sultan (2006) determined that controlling the furnace with plate thermometers produced a less severe exposure during the initial 10 minutes of the test, but thereafter the exposures were similar. Compared with furnaces controlled with bare thermocouples, van der Leur and Twilt (1999) measured that furnaces controlled by plate thermometers resulted in higher temperatures (as measured using 1-mm diameter sheathed thermocouples) during the entire test, compared with temperatures measured when the furnace was controlled with 1-mm sheathed thermocouples.

Plate thermometers are typically placed 0.10 m (4 in.) from the specimen surface. This is done to keep the thermometer as close as possible to the test article so that the thermometer is measuring the exposure seen by the test article. In performing tests to failure, test articles may deflect more than 0.10 m (4 in.) into the furnace, which could potentially damage plate thermometers. As a result, plate thermometers need to be located as much as 0.30 m (12 in.) from the test article to allow room for it to deflect and fail. Wickstrom (1998) states that the location of the plate thermometer away from the test article is not expected to influence the plate thermometer furnace temperature measurement. Testing is recommended to verify that the plate thermometer measurement is not significantly influenced by the increased offset from the test article.

**Furnace Differential Pressure**

*Recommendation T-2: Tests should be performed with a positive furnace pressure (relative to laboratory conditions) across the entire test article. All furnace pressures*
should be measured using the tube sensor provided in ISO 834 and EN1363-1. In a vertical furnace, pressure should be measured at the bottom and top of the test specimen. The neutral plane in the furnace should be maintained at the bottom of the test specimen with no limit on the pressure at the top of the specimen. In a horizontal furnace, the furnace pressure should be measured at one location and maintained at a minimum of 20 Pa. Pressure tube sensors should be located at the same distance away from test articles as the plate thermometers.

Fully-developed fires will always produce a positive pressure gradient across ceilings and a majority of the boundary height relative to ambient conditions. In these areas of positive pressure, hot gases are driven through small openings that develop in the assembly causing damage to the internal portions of the assembly. Hot gas migration through the assembly may also give rise to ignition on the unexposed side of the assembly in these local areas of weakness. As a result, it is recommended that furnace tests be performed with a positive furnace pressure so that the effects of hot gas transmission through the assembly can be observed.

The differential pressure between ambient and a compartment containing a hot gas layer will vary due to hydrostatics through the following relation,

$$\Delta P = g(\rho_f - \rho_a)h$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( g \) is the gravitational constant (9.81 m/s\(^2\)), \( \rho_f \) is the gas density inside the fire compartment, \( \rho_a \) is the ambient gas density at the same elevation, \( h \) is the elevation above a datum where the pressure between ambient and the compartment is equal (i.e., neutral plane) (m). Applying the ideal gas law to Equation (1), the differential pressure can be transformed into a function of temperature,

$$\Delta P = 352.8 \frac{g}{T_f} \left( \frac{1}{T_f} - \frac{1}{T_a} \right)h$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

with \( T_f \) being the gas temperature inside the fire compartment (K), \( T_a \) being the ambient gas temperature (293 K), and the coefficient 352.8 kg/m\(^3\)-K being the reference density multiplied by the reference temperature.

In a compartment fire, the differential pressure per unit height above the neutral plane will be 7.5-9.0 Pa/m with a temperature of 800–1200°C, respectively. From ISO 834 and EN1363-1, furnaces have a similar increase in differential pressure with height (8–8.5 Pa/m); though this will obviously be a function of temperature inside the furnace. In vertical furnace tests, there will be a pressure distribution along the height of the test article. As a result, it is recommended that pressure be measured at two elevations within the furnace to quantify the pressure gradient within the furnace during the test.

At an elevation 2.4 m (8 ft) above the neutral plane of a compartment fire, the pressure will be approximately 18–22 Pa for gas temperatures in the range of 800–1200°C. These pressures are similar to the 20 Pa pressure recommended in ISO 834 and EN 1363-1 for horizontal furnaces. In vertical furnace tests, ISO 834 and EN 1363-1 stipulate that the neutral plane inside
the furnace should be located 0.50 m above the bottom test article but the pressures at the top of
the test article should not be greater than 20 Pa. When necessary, the neutral plane inside the
furnace will be moved upward to ensure that the pressure at the top of the test article does not
exceed 20 Pa. In real fires, elevations along a wall greater than 2.4 (8 ft) above the neutral plane
can have pressures in excess of 20 Pa when gas temperatures range from 800–1200°C.
Therefore, in wall tests it is recommended that the entire wall be kept at positive pressure (i.e.,
near plane at the bottom of the test article) with no limit on the pressure at the top of the test
article.

In furnace tests, it is recommended that the differential furnace pressure be positive across
the entire test article. The furnace differential pressure should be measured through a furnace
pressure measurement and a laboratory pressure measurement at the same elevation. The
furnace pressure should be measured using the tube sensor provided in ISO 834 and EN1363-1.
The tube sensor should be located inside the furnace where it will not be subject to direct
impingement of the convection currents from flames or in the path of the exhaust gases directly
out of the burners. Pressure tubes should be horizontal both in the furnace and as they exit
through the furnace wall, making the tubing elevation the same both on the inside and outside of
the furnace. Any vertical section of tube should be at room temperature. In a vertical furnace,
pressure should be measured at the bottom of the test specimen and the top of the test specimen.
The neutral plane in the furnace should be maintained at the bottom of the test specimen with no
limit on the pressure at the top of the specimen. In a horizontal furnace, the furnace pressure
should be measured at one location immediately below the test assembly and maintained at a
minimum of 20 Pa. Pressure tube sensors should be located at the same distance away from test
articles as the plate thermometers.

Furnace Oxygen Concentration

Recommendation T-3: Furnace oxygen concentration should be measured in the furnace
stack and maintained at greater than 6% during the test. Gas samples should be
continuously drawn out of the duct through a sampling line and measured using a
paramagnetic type oxygen analyzer. The recommended sampling probe should be
similar to the sampling probe used in duct measurements of hood calorimeters.

A range of oxygen levels may exist during the course of a compartment fire. This may vary
from zero to several percent in the upper portions of a compartment during fully-developed fires
(Gross and Robertson, 1965). From a fire resistance perspective, one of the implications of the
presence of oxygen is that it allows char oxidation to occur which results in faster degradation of
material. This has been noted in furnace testing to result in marked differences in fire resistance
performance of wood stud assemblies. In furnace testing, it is also desirable to have excess
oxygen within the furnace to allow combustible test articles to burn as they could in
compartment fires.

It is recommended that the oxygen concentration during the test be above 6% during the
furnace test. This was developed based on oxygen concentration requirements in other fire
resistance test standards as well as oxygen concentrations measured in the upper-layer of
fully-developed fires. The fire resistance standard EN 1363-1 requires that a minimum oxygen
concentration of 4% be maintained within the test furnace during the course of the fire test.
Gross and Robertson (1965) measured oxygen concentrations ranging from 0–11% in fully-developed compartment fires. Based on these results, and taking into account that a combustible assembly may deplete some oxygen in the furnace, furnace oxygen concentrations should be maintained at or above 6% during the test.

Unexposed Side Temperatures

*Recommendation T-4:* The unexposed side temperatures should be measured with a thermocouple placed between the specimen and a noncombustible, insulating pad. The insulating pad should be a low density, low thermal conductivity material with known thermal properties. The pads should be approximately 0.15 m (6 in.) square and 25 mm (1-in.) thick and placed in at least three locations that provide a range of heat-transfer performance.

The ignition of combustible materials on the unexposed side of an assembly is one of the standard measures of fire resistance performance. In performance-based design, items may be in contact with the assembly or may always be offset from the assembly. To support calculations where items may be in contact with the assembly, the unexposed side temperature should be measured with a noncombustible, insulating pad mounted onto the unexposed side. This data can be used by engineers to demonstrate that their models are capable of predicting the heat-transfer through the assembly with a material on the unexposed side blocking heat and mass transfer losses.

Ignition of materials due to hot surfaces has been reviewed by Schwartz and Lie (1985) and Babrauskas (2007). Ignition was characterized as either visible glowing or flaming. The temperatures range from 300°C to as high as 950°C. The materials that ignited close to 300°C were cotton waste at 298°C and a roof assembly (five layers of roofing felt, bitumen, and 2-in. polystyrene foam) at 325°C.

The difference in temperatures of materials when ignited by hot surfaces, and those measured by ASTM E 119 insulation pads, was reviewed by Schwartz and Lie (1985). This included testing conducted at UL and NRC-Canada. In all tests, the materials were placed on the unexposed side of concrete and were exposed to an ASTM E 119 fire exposure. The effects of drafts on ignition temperatures were not explored. Results from the two series of tests are provided in Figures 2 and 3. Most of the tests at UL were glowing ignition, while all the tests at NRC-Canada were flaming ignition. Ignition times in most tests were after 1–2 hours of exposure. As seen in these figures, the material temperature was higher than the temperature measured using the ASTM E 119 pad. The exceptions to this were the tests with wooden strips and the roofing assembly test. In the tests with the wooden sticks, the sticks bowed away from the concrete, resulting in a lower material temperature.

There was no apparent physical explanation for the magnitude of the deviation between the material ignition temperature and the ASTM pad temperature. Considering all of the data, the material ignition temperature was on average 61°C higher than temperatures measured using the ASTM E 119 pad with a standard error of ±64°C. This makes the potential disagreement between the pad temperature and the material temperature at ignition as much as 125°C.
Figure 2. UL tests measuring temperature of material ignition and ASTM E 119 temperature.

Figure 3. NRC-Canada tests on material ignition in contact with concrete along with ASTM E 119 pad temperatures.
The recommended unexposed side temperatures should be measured using a noncombustible, insulating pad. The pad should be 0.15 m (6 in.) square, which is similar in size to the ASTM pad. However, the thickness should be increased to about 25 mm (1.0-in.) so that temperatures are closer to those measured for actual materials in contact with the unexposed side of the assembly. The board should be a low density, low conductivity ceramic fiber board with known thermal properties. Some recommended boards include UNIFRAX Duraboard LD and FireMaster board made by Thermal Ceramics. The board should be mechanically attached to the unexposed side of the assembly with a bare bead, glass braid, 24-gauge, Type K thermocouple sandwich between the assembly and the board. If significant moisture is expected on the unexposed side, the bare bead thermocouple can be replace with a 1.0 mm diameter, Type K Inconel-sheathed thermocouple.

**Total Heat Flux off the Unexposed Side**

*Recommendation T-5: The total heat flux from the unexposed side of the assembly should be measured using a Schmidt-Boelter type water-cooled total heat flux gauge. At a minimum, a heat flux gauge should be placed near the center of the test article and as close as possible to the unexposed side. In cases where the assembly contains a transparent section, a heat flux gauge should also be placed at the center of the transparent section as close as possible to the unexposed surface.*

Heat transmitted off the unexposed side of the assembly may pre-heat and ignite materials located close to the assembly or may impede the movement of people by the assembly. This will be particularly important in assemblies, which contain sections that are transparent (e.g., glazing). This data can be used by engineers to demonstrate that their models are capable of predicting the heat-transfer off the unexposed side of the assembly and through transparent areas of the assembly.

The total heat flux gauge should be a Schmidt-Boelter water-cooled total heat flux gauge, with a 0-25 kW/m² range. A range of 0–100 kW/m² should be used for assemblies that include glazing. To ensure a high view factor between the gauge and the unexposed side of the test article, the gauge should be located as close as possible to (within 0.15 to 0.3 m) and near the center of the assembly. With radiation calculations being sensitive to the offset between the surface and heat flux gauge, the distance the heat flux gauge is located from the unexposed side surface should be recorded so that the data can be used for model validation.

**Furnace Velocity**

*Recommendation T-6: Velocity measurements inside the furnace should not be made.*

While it is important to create a realistic convective environment in the furnace, it is difficult to conduct meaningful velocity measurements in the furnace where the flow is expected to be complex. As a result, no velocity measurements are recommended inside the furnace. (See furnace burner recommendations below for additional information).
Temperature Profile through Test Specimen

Recommendation T-7: Temperatures should be measured through the thickness of the test assembly at locations that are representative of the different heat-transfer paths within the assembly. Repeat temperature profiles are recommended in case some thermocouples fail during the test.

Predicting the correct temperature profile is a critical aspect of predicting heat transmission through the assembly as well as the structural response. Temperature data can be used to demonstrate that the thermal properties being used in the heat-transfer analysis are appropriate. In cases where materials may lose integrity (i.e., fall off the exposed side), the through-thickness temperature data can be used to understand when such failures may occur and could be used to assist in developing/validating constitutive models to predict these failures. The strength of materials is also strongly influenced by temperature; therefore, predicting the correct temperatures will affect the predicted structural response.

The temperature through the depth of the test article should be measured at a minimum of two locations. Temperatures should be measured at locations that will provide a method for validating the heat-transfer through the assembly. Test articles that have a relatively uniform composition (e.g., concrete) will likely require two temperature profiles, while assemblies with studs will require at least four temperature (i.e., one at the stud, one between studs, and repeat measurements at a similar location). Internal temperatures should be measured at no less than three locations along the specimen thickness. For a specimen that consists of layers of materials, the temperature should be measured at each material interface. More complicated structural members (e.g., I-beams) will likely need thermocouples at several locations to provide sufficient data to validate the heat-transfer model. At each location, thermocouples in a profile should be within 0.075 m (3 in.) of the profile location.

The surface temperature on the exposed side of the specimen should be measured with a ceramic braid, 24-gauge, and Type K bare bead thermocouple. The thermocouple bead as well as the lead wire inside the furnace should be placed in contact with exposed surface of the test surface of the test article.

The surface temperature on the unexposed side of the specimen should be measured using an optical pyrometer with a wavelength range suitable for accurately measuring the surface temperature on the unexposed side.

Internal temperatures should be measured using Inconel-sheathed Type K thermocouple, with a sheath diameter of 1.0 mm. Inconel-sheathed thermocouples are required to prevent thermocouples from shorting out due to moisture in specimen materials. Thermocouples must remain in the plane of measurement for at least 50 mm (2 in.). If possible, thermocouples should be applied during construction and should be extended out of the side of the specimen. When thermocouples must be fed out of the unexposed side of the test article, the area around the thermocouple must be sealed to prevent premature hot gas transmission through the assembly at this location.
Gas Temperature Measurement

*Recommendation T-8*: Gas temperatures on the exposed and unexposed side of the test specimen should be measured using aspirated thermocouples. Gas temperatures should be measured at each location where a temperature profile is being measured. Aspirated thermocouples should be placed as close as possible to the test article surface.

Heat-transfer analysis of the assemblies may require the use of the gas temperature on both sides of the test article. Depending on the analysis, gas temperature may be needed to calculate the appropriate heat-transfer coefficient and may be used in defining the boundary condition. Gas temperatures should be measured as close as possible to the boundary surface to obtain a measure of the temperature affecting the convective heat-transfer at the surface. Using aspirated thermocouples with a high aspiration velocity provides a measure of the actual gas temperature without the effects of radiation from the surroundings. This gas temperature measurement will be used to support heat-transfer calculations but will not be used to control furnace conditions.

3.2 Furnace Construction and Operation

Furnace Time-Temperature Exposure Curve

*Recommendation T-9*: The furnace time-temperature exposure should linearly increase to 1200°C in six minutes and remain constant at 1200°C for the remainder of the test.

Performance-based design analysis should be performed using models that have been shown to predict product performance over the expected temperature range. At high temperatures, material behavior can become unpredictable and material failures may occur that were not expected based on data trends at lower temperatures. As a result, using models to predict material behavior outside their validation temperature range is not acceptable engineering practice. Fully-developed compartment fires may produce gas temperatures that range from 500°C to in excess of 1200°C. The gas temperature reached inside a compartment will depend on compartment geometry as well as its contents. To perform analysis on an assembly that may be exposed to compartment fire conditions, the model should be validated to gas temperatures that represent an upper-bound to those expected in a compartment fires. Historically, furnace fire exposures inside buildings have not been representative of the rate of rise and magnitude of temperatures in compartment fires. However, furnace fire exposure curves for products used in off-shore platforms as well as tunnel applications, are more consistent with the rise time and temperature levels measured in these environments. The proposed curve provides an upper-bound time-temperature curve that is consistent with the rise time and levels of temperatures possible in compartment fires. This curve can be used to evaluate the performance of products under higher temperatures that these products may be exposed to during compartment fires and can serve to validate model predictive capability for this product over the expected temperature range.

Furnace Exposures

There are several furnace fire exposures used throughout the world to evaluate the fire resistance of products. These fire exposures have peak temperatures ranging from 1050°C to
1350°C after a three-hour exposure, see Figure 4. The type of exposure used depends on the end-use application of the product. Tunnel and off-shore oil rig applications have the highest temperature, most severe fire exposures, while less severe exposures are used for different building applications.

Figure 4. Furnace time-temperature exposure curves.

The ASTM E 119 and ISO 834 time-temperature curves are perhaps the most common furnace exposures used in fire resistance testing. These furnace exposures are used to evaluate the fire resistance of structural elements on buildings, ships, and in some transportation applications (e.g., railcars). ASTM E 119 is primarily used in North America, while ISO 834 is used more internationally (e.g., Europe and Australia). As seen in Figure 4, the two time-temperature curves are similar with the ISO 834 temperatures being slightly higher at times greater than one hour. The ASTM E 119 furnace exposure is measured using shielded thermocouples, while the ISO 834 furnace exposure is measured using sheathed thermocouples.

Though the time-temperature curves in these tests are similar, the actual heat flux exposure early in the ASTM E 119 fire exposure is more severe due to the type of thermocouples used to control the furnace (Harmathy et al., 1987, Babrauskas and Williamson, 1978). The European standard EN1363-1 uses the ISO 834 time-temperature curve, but the furnace is controlled using plate thermometers. Plate thermometers provide a more severe exposure compared with ISO 834 thermocouples for the test duration (Fromy and Curtat, 1999, van der Luer and Twilt, 1999). Sultan (2006) found that plate thermometers resulted in a slightly less severe exposure during the first 10 minutes of the test, compared with ASTM E 119 shielded thermocouples. Thereafter, the thermal exposures were the same for the plate thermometer and the E 119 thermocouples.
The total heat flux measured in an ASTM E 119 furnace test is provided in Figure 5 for a wall and floor furnace. Total heat fluxes were measured using a water-cooled Gardon gauge. In this test, gaseous fuel was used and the temperature was controlled with ASTM E 119 shielded thermocouples (Sultan, 2004). The wall furnace was lined with ceramic fiber while the floor furnace was lined with brick. The same furnace controlled with a plate thermometer provided similar heat flux levels at times after 10 minutes. Also provided in the plot is the blackbody heat flux based on the furnace temperatures specified in ASTM E 119. As seen in the figure, the blackbody heat flux is similar to heat fluxes measured in the furnace except during the initial 10 minutes.

![Figure 5. Heat flux measured during ASTM E 119 furnace exposure in floor and wall furnaces.](image)

Blackbody heat flux was calculated from ASTM E 119 furnace temperature curve.

The higher temperature fire exposure curves in Figure 4 are used to evaluate products used in petrochemical, off-shore oil platform, and some tunnel applications. The UL 1709 hydrocarbon pool fire exposure and the EN 1363-2 hydrocarbon curve (HC), are typically used for off-shore oil platform applications, while the other higher temperature curves are used to represent a large fire inside a tunnel.

The UL 1709 and EN 1363-2 both have a maximum gas temperature of 1100°C; however, the UL 1709 exposure reaches 1100°C faster than the EN 1363-2 exposure. The UL 1709 reaches a peak temperature of 1100°C in 5 minutes, while the EN 1363-2 is approximately 1100°C after 25 minutes. Unique among the fire resistance standards, UL 1709 also has a heat flux requirement. During a calibration test with a UL 1709 exposure, the heat flux as measured from a water-cooled heat flux gauge mounted to a calibration specimen, must be 204±16 kW/m² while the furnace temperature is 1093±111°C. This heat flux is approximately equal to the blackbody heat flux at the furnace temperature (i.e., 1093°C results in a blackbody flux of 197 kW/m²).
The curves for tunnel applications have peak temperatures that range from 1200–1350°C. The RABT-ZTV curves were developed in Germany to represent different vehicle fires in tunnels. These curves reach a peak temperature of 1200°C in 5 minutes and remain at 1200°C for 30–60 minutes. Thereafter, the temperatures decrease linearly with time to ambient conditions after 2.5–3.0 hours. Estimated peak heat fluxes, as the blackbody flux using the peak furnace temperature, in these tests are 267 kW/m². A modified version of the EN1363-2 HC curve has been used in France to represent fires in tunnels. The Modified HC curve peaks at 1300°C instead of 1100°C. Estimated peak heat flux in this test, based on the blackbody flux using the peak furnace temperature, is 347 kW/m². The RWS fire curve was developed by the Rijkswaterstaat, Ministry of Transport in Netherlands based on results from testing conducted by TNO in the Netherlands. The RWS curve peaks at a temperature 1350°C, which is the highest of all time-temperature curves. Estimated peak heat flux in this test, based on the blackbody flux using the peak furnace temperature, is 393 kW/m². The potential for these temperatures in tunnel fires was verified through vehicle testing in the Runehamar test series, where temperatures ranging from 1280–1365°C were measured (Lonnermark and Ingason, 2005).

Compartment Fires

Gas temperatures in compartment fires will be dependent on a number of variables including fuel type, compartment size, compartment boundary thermal properties, ventilation (i.e., door size), and fire stoichiometry.

Thomas and Heselden (1972) evaluated the effect compartment geometry (compartment and door size) on the gas temperature. Figure 6 contains the results of tests on wood cribs (Thomas and Heselden, 1972) as well as non-cellulosic materials (Bullen and Thomas, 1978). Through these tests, the gas temperature was determined to be a function of the opening factor,

\[ O = \frac{A_T}{A \sqrt{H}} \]  

where \( A_T \) is the internal surface area of the walls and ceiling excluding the door area (m²), \( A \) is the area of the door (m²), and \( H \) is the door height (m). The highest gas temperatures were measured at an opening factor in the 10–20 range. At lower opening factors, larger door sizes prevented the development of high gas temperatures due to higher air flow into the compartment and more heat loss through the door. At opening factors greater than 10, limiting the ventilation reduced the fire size that could be supported inside the compartment, thus reducing the maximum gas temperature that could be produced.

The impact of fire stoichiometry and fuel type can be seen in Figure 6 through the tests on the plastics and alcohol (Bullen and Thomas, 1978). In these tests, the opening factor is constant but the fuel type and stoichiometry of the fire is being varied. As seen in the figure, gas temperatures can vary by 200°C by changing these variables. The highest gas temperatures will be produced by fuels that require less energy to volatilize and when the compartment fire has an equivalence ratio equal to one (i.e., stoichiometric burning).
The SFPE committee on Standard on Calculating Fire Exposures to Structures has compiled a database of 139 compartment fire tests. This database was used to evaluate the appropriate furnace exposure. As seen in Figure 7, the fuels in these tests ranged from wood cribs, to furniture, to plastics. Compartments included in this database were mostly large-scale as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 6. Compartment fire gas temperatures as a function of opening factor.

Figure 7. Fuels burned in compartment fire tests.
A plot of the average gas temperature as a function of time for tests with average temperatures exceeding 1000°C is provided in Figure 9. Figure 10 is a plot of the peak gas temperatures measured in these same tests. As shown in these figures, in many tests there is a rapid rise in gas temperature during the initial five minutes of the fire with temperatures in several tests exceeding 1000°C at this time. Post-flashover gas temperatures exist in many tests for 1–2 hours before decaying. Figures 9 and 10 also contain the proposed furnace time-temperature exposure, which increases linearly to 1200°C in six minutes and remains constant at 1200°C for the remainder of the test.

As seen in Figures 9 and 10, the proposed time-temperature curve provides a reasonable upper-bound to the test data.
Figure 9. Average gas temperature in compartment fires as a function of time compared with the proposed time-temperature curve (a) after 1 hour and (b) after 2 hours.
Figure 10. Peak gas temperature in compartment fires as a function of time compared with the proposed time-temperature curve (a) after 1 hour and (b) after 2 hours.

Heat flux levels to the walls and ceiling of a compartment containing a fully-developed fire were measured by Tanaka et al. (1985). Tests were performed using a propane gas burner in a full-scale compartment (2.4 m high, 2.4 m wide and 3.66 m deep) with different door sizes. Heat fluxes were measured using Schmidt-Boelter type, water-cooled, total heat flux gauges. Gas temperatures in tests where heat flux was measured, ranged from 150°C–1100°C. Through these data, the heat flux at the top of the walls and ceiling in the compartment is reasonably estimated.
by the blackbody heat flux using the gas layer temperature. As a result, heat fluxes inside a compartment with a gas temperature of 1200°C would be expected to be 267 kW/m².

**Effect of Exposure on Product Performance**

The use of a severe exposure condition to evaluate materials or assemblies will provide some assurance that for most materials, performance under a less severe exposure will not result in a degradation of performance. When extrapolating performance from one fire exposure to a more severe fire exposure, there are no assurances that the performance of materials or assemblies will be predictable. Some materials may perform well at elevated temperatures, while other materials may expand, contract, warp, spall, go through phase changes, debond, or crack; fasteners may fail, and lose integrity and fall off from the surface. Many of these types of phenomena and failure cannot be predicted using the current state-of-the-art models. Therefore, testing products at the highest temperature level expected is currently the only way to demonstrate the performance of a material.

Materials that perform well at elevated temperature may just need to be thicker to obtain the desired level of performance at higher temperature. The UL Fire Resistance Directory provides design listings (i.e., minimum product thicknesses) which will provide a specific fire resistance rating when tested in accordance with various standard fire test methods, such as ASTM E 119 and UL 1709. Some products have been tested against these two standards, specifically for structural steel column protection. Broad product categories of materials include sprayed fire-resistant materials, intumescent coatings, intumescent mat products, and high-temperature board products. In all design listings reviewed, it becomes apparent that as the exposure severity increases (from ASTM E 119 to UL 1709), the minimum material thickness required to achieve the same hourly fire resistance rating must also increase.

An example of this is demonstrated in Table 1 by the increase in thickness of the amount of fireproofing required to protect a steel member when exposed to a UL 1709-type exposure versus an ASTM E 119-type exposure condition. For the same material, the thickness required to protect a W10 x 49 steel column increases as the fire exposure becomes more severe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating Time (hrs.)</th>
<th>E 119 Thickness (in.) [UL, 2006a]</th>
<th>UL 1709 Thickness (in.) [UL, 2006b]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other materials may only provide adequate performance over a specific temperature. At higher temperatures, the material may behave unexpectedly. One example of this was the use of mineral fiber insulation used on fire zone boundaries of U.S. Navy ships. A 1-in. thickness of mineral wool insulation provided a 30-minute fire-resistance rated bulkhead/deck when tested.
per the ASTM E 119 fire exposure (Scheffey et al., 1991). In the early 1990s, the U.S. Navy reevaluated the fire exposure potential for bulkheads and decks based on lessons learned from the USS Stark incident. This work effort lead the U.S. Navy to require a UL 1709 fire exposure to evaluate insulation materials. In 1993, additional test work showed that 1 in. of mineral wool insulation, when exposed to the UL 1709 fire exposure, provided a fire resistance rating of approximately 9.5 minutes and a 2-in. thickness of mineral wool provided a fire-resistance rating of approximately 11 minutes (Beitel et al., 1993). This significant reduction in performance was a result of the mineral wool exhibiting a phase change at the higher UL 1709 temperatures and melting/vaporizing off the steel base assembly. Thus, it is very clear that materials and their performance can change when the fire exposure conditions change.

Another example of differing material performance at elevated temperatures is the study performed by Nyman (2002) on the fire performance of several gypsum wallboard assemblies when exposed to compartment fires. The failure times and mode in the furnace tests were compared with those measured and observed in the compartment fire tests. Furnace tests were conducted at the Building and Research Association of New Zealand (BRANZ) using the AS 1530 Part 4 fire resistance test procedure, which is similar to the ISO 834 test method. The compartment fire testing was also conducted at BRANZ. In these tests, the compartments had dimensions of 2.4 m x 3.6 m x 2.4 m high, and a single doorway (size varied), provided ventilation of the compartment. The various walls and ceilings in each compartment were constructed using different assemblies such that several different constructions could be tested in a single compartment test. The fire sources consisted of a combination of textile-covered, polyurethane foam and wood cribs.

Table 2 provides a summary of several of these assemblies and the test results. The failure time in the compartment fire tests was shorter in the three assemblies shown in Table 2. In addition, the failure mode was different in the compartment fire tests compared with the furnace test. Assembly #1 failed due to unexposed surface temperature rise in both the furnace test and in the compartment tests. Assemblies #3 and #7 failed due to unexposed surface temperature rise in the furnace test, but in the compartment tests failure was judged to have occurred due to integrity failure. In these cases, it was determined that the steel studs experienced rapid and sizable deflections causing the gypsum plasterboard to fail. Figures 11–13 contain plots of compartment fire gas temperatures in the center of the room in the three tests where these assemblies were included. The plots show the gas temperatures in the upper part of the room are generally higher than the ISO 834 fire exposure curve. The higher gas temperatures in the compartment fire tests had an impact not only on the time to failure but also on the mode of failure.
Table 2. Fire Performance of Gypsum Board in Standard Tests and Compartment Fire Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assembly No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Failure Time (min) and Mode</th>
<th>Furnace Test</th>
<th>Compartment Fire*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 layer of 10-mm “Fyreline” plasterboard on each side of 90 x 45-mm timber studs at 600 mm OC – load bearing</td>
<td>42 (heat transmission)</td>
<td>21/18 (heat transmission)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 layer of 13-mm Standard plasterboard on each side of 63 x 34-mm steel studs at 600 mm OC – non-load bearing</td>
<td>34 (heat transmission)</td>
<td>19/17 (integrity**)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1 layer of 13-mm “Fyreline” plasterboard on each side of 63 x 34 mm steel studs at 600-mm OC – non-load bearing</td>
<td>63 (heat transmission)</td>
<td>35 (integrity**)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Failure time room test – Assemblies 1 and 3 – First time is from Compartment Test #1 and second time is from Compartment Test #3. Failure time for Assembly 7 is from Compartment Test #2.

**Integrity failure due to steel studs deflecting causing plasterboard to fall off on exposed surface.

Figure 11. Compartment Test #1 exposure at tree 5.
Figure 12. Compartment Test #2 exposure at tree 5.

Figure 13. Compartment Test #3 exposure at tree 5.
Intumescent materials are another type of material used to provide acceptable fire resistance performance for structural elements; however, the performance of these materials may be highly variable from product to product. Two broad classes of intumescent materials have been specifically developed for distinctly different markets. Both are used for the protection of structural steel, however, the exposure conditions for which they have been designed are significantly different. Thin-film intumescent materials have been specifically designed for use in the less-severe ASTM E 119 fire exposure conditions. Epoxy-based intumescents were designed to withstand the more severe UL 1709 fire exposure. Many epoxy-based intumescents that are listed under UL 1709 also have ASTM E 119 listings. However, there are numerous other intumescent coatings that have ASTM E 119 listings but do not have UL 1709 ratings. Though some of these coatings may not be capable of achieving a UL 1709 rating due to the environmental exposure requirements, many ASTM E 119 listed intumescents (not listed in UL 1709) may not produce durable chars or have adhesion properties sufficient to survive the UL 1709 fire exposure. The formation and degradation of these chars as well as the adhesion of the intumescent are not readily modeled and predicted performance is only recommended over the range of conditions at which it has been tested.

**Calibration Test**

*Recommendation T-10: A calibration test should be conducted with a noncombustible boundary containing instrumentation to quantify the thermal exposure. Instrumentation installed in the boundary should include total heat flux gauges and calibration boards instrumented with thermocouples. Instrumentation should be installed in at least five locations (center of each quadrant and center of the boundary) to quantify the furnace exposure. The calibration test should be performed for one-hour using the required furnace exposure and instrumentation.*

Modeling the heat-transfer through a test article exposed to furnace conditions requires an understanding of the exposure provided by the furnace to the test article. Despite all efforts to construct furnaces similarly, each furnace will likely produce different exposure environments. As a result, a calibration test is required on each furnace to quantify the exposure level produced by the furnace. The calibration test is instrumented to provide heat flux levels and gas temperatures produced by the furnace. In addition, temperatures will be measured through the thickness of noncombustible board with known properties to provide model validation data. Instrumentation will be placed at five locations over the sample surface to provide information on the uniformity of the environment produced by the furnace.

The noncombustible boundary with instrumentation is shown in Figure 14. The noncombustible boundary should be constructed of steel studs covered with two layers of 15.9-mm (0.625-in.) thick Type X drywall and 50.8-mm (2-in.) thick ceramic fiber insulation on the exposed surface. Instrumentation will be installed in the noncombustible boundary in at least five locations including the center of each quadrant and the center of the entire boundary. Instrumentation will include total heat flux gauge, an aspirated thermocouple on the exposed and unexposed side of the boundary, and a calibration board installed with thermocouples.
Figure 14. Calibration test noncombustible boundary with instrumentation.

Calibration boards should be located in the center of each quadrant of the noncombustible boundary and the center of the entire boundary. Total heat flux gauges should be installed in the noncombustible boundary at the mid-height and approximately 0.10 m (4 in.) from the side of each calibration board. Total heat flux gauges should be water-cooled Schmidt-Boelter type heat flux gauges with an upper range of 300 kW/m². Aspirated thermocouples should be located just below the top of the calibration board, within 25 mm (1 in.), with the thermocouple as close as possible to the calibration board to measure the gas temperature governing the convection across the sample. The location of the gas temperature measurement should be consistent with what will be used in the furnace testing on actual test articles.

Calibration boards should be 0.46-m (18-in.) by 0.46-m (18-in.) by 50.8-mm (2-in.) thick ceramic board. Examples of some acceptable boards include UNIFRAX Duraboard LD and FireMaster board made by Thermal Ceramics. The calibration boards should be installed in the noncombustible boundary so that the surface of the calibration board is flush with the surface of the ceramic fiber insulation on the exposed surface. Calibration boards should have a thermocouple installed at the exposed surface and internally at depths of 6.4 mm (0.25 in.), 12.7 mm (0.5 in.), 19.0 mm (0.75 in.), 25.4 mm (1.0 in.), and 38.1 mm (1.5 in.). The exposed surface thermocouple should be a 24-gauge bare bead thermocouple with at least 50.8 mm (2 in.) of thermocouple wire in the plane of measurement. The leads of the wire should be pushed through board for attachment to the data acquisition. Internal thermocouples should be 1.0-mm diameter Inconel-sheathed thermocouples. The unexposed side temperature should be measured using an optical pyrometer. All temperature measurements should be within 0.075 m (3 in.) of the center of the calibration board. After thermocouples are installed, the boards should be oven dried and then placed in a desiccator until testing.
Furnace Lining Material

**Recommendation T-11:** All interior furnace surfaces should be lined with a ceramic fiber material.

Fire resistance furnaces have traditionally been lined with high temperature refractory brick materials commonly used in commercial furnaces. These refractory bricks are a low-density material (approximately 50 lbs/ft$^3$ (775 kg/m$^3$) and have a maximum operating temperature of approximately 2600°F (1425°C). When used in a fire resistance furnace, the refractory brick has a high thermal inertia, relative to the fire exposure period (typically 1 to 2 hours). This thermal inertia results in the refractory brick absorbing significant amounts of heat during the initial portions of the test (first 15 minutes), producing a dominantly convective heat environment within the test furnace. The furnace environment within the furnace transitions to a highly radiative environment once the brick temperature equals the furnace air temperature.

To minimize the heating time of the furnace apparatus, thus resulting in less heat loss/absorption to the furnace walls, lining the inside surfaces of the furnace with a ceramic fiber insulating material is recommended. Experimental studies reported by Harada et al. (1997) demonstrated that a key aspect of the furnace environment was the absorption coefficient of the furnace gas, $k$, which is a function of gas temperature and the composition of the furnace gas. Tests conducted in a furnace lined with a ceramic fiber insulation material demonstrated small variation in measured test specimen temperatures as a function of furnace depth, with variations decreasing as the furnace depth increases. A similar trend was observed in furnaces lined with refractory brick, however, the temperature measurement variations increased for the similar exposure conditions. These tests demonstrate the ability of the ceramic fiber to heat up faster, resulting in a more uniform exposure temperature, and the development of a radiation dominant furnace environment. Analysis conducted by Babrauskas and Williamson (1978) support the use of ceramic fiber insulation materials used as the lining materials on developing a more uniform heat flux within the test furnace which results in improved furnace control.

The major conclusion from the work reported by Harada et al. (1997), indicated that the wall lining material was the dominant factor that influenced the heat impact on the exposed surface of the test specimen. Wall lining materials with a low thermal inertia, such as ceramic fiber insulating material, will result in improved furnace environment uniformity.

Minimum Furnace Depth

**Recommendation T-12:** The minimum furnace depth should be 4 ft (1.2 m).

Studies conducted by Harada et al. (1997) and Fromy and Curtat (1999) investigated the effect of furnace depth on the furnace environment. The work by Harada et al. (1997) evaluated furnace depths of 0.6 ft (0.17 m), 1.6 ft (0.5 m), 3 ft (0.95 m), and 9.8 ft (3.0 m). The results of the tests indicated that as the furnace depth increased, the radiative heat increased proportionally. Furnace depths slightly greater than 4 ft (1.2 m) showed a convergence in the predicted specimen surface temperatures. The non-dimensional furnace depth parameter, $kD$, relates the furnace environment with the furnace depth. As $kD$ increases, the exposed face specimen temperature uniformity converges.
Fromy and Curat (1999) reported the results of testing conducted in furnaces having depths of 2 ft (0.6 m), 4 ft (1.2 m), and 5 ft (1.5 m). As the depth of the furnace increased, variations in the exposed surface temperature decreased. These results indicated that as the depth of the furnace increased, the furnace environment volume became more uniform, and local effect from burners and re-radiation from the furnace walls decreased.

By increasing the non-dimensional furnace depth factor, kD, a more uniform furnace environment can be produced. The studies reported above indicate that a minimum furnace depth of 4 ft (1.2 m) would be expected to produce a uniform furnace environment which will reduce uncertainties and variability in the test conduct related to furnace construction.

**Burner Fuel**

*Recommendation T-13: Propane gas should be used as the furnace fuel in all fire resistance furnaces.*

Furnaces in the U.S. and in Europe use a variety of fuels to provide the heat input into the test furnace. In the U.S., gaseous fuel, either natural gas or propane, is used as the burner fuel. In some overseas furnaces, liquid fuels (heavy oil or kerosene) are used. Testing conducted by Cooke (1994) evaluated the thermal environment impact on a calibration sample in a number of furnaces located overseas. Two of the furnaces used natural gas as the burner fuel and one furnace used oil. The results of the testing did not specifically focus on the impact of the burner fuel on the furnace environment and performance of the calibration specimen, however, it was noted that the oil-fired furnace produced a more thermally-severe furnace environment compared to the natural gas fired environment. Numerical studies conducted by Sultan and Denham (1997), Sultan, Harmathy, and Mehaffey (1986), and Sultan (1996) all recognize that the absorption coefficient for the furnace hot gasses will vary with the type of burner fuel. Typically, the absorption coefficient is lower for gaseous fuels and higher for liquid fuels. As the furnace gas absorption coefficient increases, the severity of the exposure increases correspondingly. Systematic studies of propane versus natural gas do not appear to be available in the literature. Such a study would be of value to the fire resistance testing community.

Recognizing that liquid fuels will produce a more severe fire exposure, there exist practical operational and safety issues related to using liquid fuels sprayed into a closed environment. The spraying of a liquid fuel into a furnace may result in the build-up of residue on the furnace walls as a function of time, which may lead to increased maintenance costs. Safety systems would need to be implemented to insure the spraying system can be adequately secured upon termination of a fire test. Commercial gas-fueled burners are readily available with appropriate safeguards for ensuring gas flow is secured upon termination of a test. The burning of liquid fuels may not be as clean as gaseous fuels, therefore, requiring additional environmental considerations for the utilization. Many municipalities already contain the infrastructure to provide natural gas via underground supply lines or liquid propane via truck. Of the two, storage of liquid propane, used with an appropriate vaporization system, can maximize the on-site storage capability for conducting large-scale furnace testing.
**Type of Burner**

*Recommendation T-14: Pre-mixed burners should be used in all fire resistance furnaces.*

Two basic types of burners are currently used in existing fire resistance test furnaces; pre-mixed burners and diffusion burners. Control of the furnace temperature using diffusion burners typically involves adjusting the raw gas flow into the furnace to maintain the required temperature level. With this type of burner set-up, openings into the test specimen may require flowing additional raw gas into the furnace to maintain the furnace temperature. This can result in incomplete combustion within the test furnace. The installation of the “burners” in the test furnace requires careful placement as these burners typically produce a large flame plume, which depending on the relative location of the test sample to the burners, may result in undesirable localized heating effects.

Pre-mixed burners carefully control the amount of fuel and combustion air injected into the burner and into the test furnace resulting in a very uniform flame shape and heating capability. This results in a burner flame, which is easily controllable, and with combustion that is more complete. The air-gas mixture can be adjusted to suit a range of furnace conditions, providing operational flexibility not available with diffusion burners. These burners also produce high gas velocities inside the furnace, which is desired to produce an environment similar to that of a fully-developed compartment fires.

**Secondary Air Capability**

*Recommendation T-15: When necessary, a means for providing secondary air should be provided such that the minimum oxygen content within a furnace is not less than 6%.*

Maintaining a minimum oxygen concentration within the test furnace is desired to produce conditions that could be obtained in compartment fires and to support the combustion and char oxidation of combustible test samples such as wood. See Section 3.1.1 for a detailed discussion. A minimum oxygen concentration of 6% was determined to be reasonable. A secondary airflow path into the furnace may be required to maintain this oxygen level, especially in cases where the test article is combustible. Sufficient oxygen make-up air should be available to maintain oxygen levels with oxygen depletion due to burning test articles.

**Exhaust Control**

*Recommendation T-16: A means for controlling the internal furnace pressure (e.g., damper in exhaust stack) should be provided.*

Fully-developed fires will always produce a positive pressure gradient across ceilings and a majority of the boundary height relative to ambient conditions. In these areas of positive pressure, hot gases are driven through small openings that develop in the assembly causing damage to the internal portions of the assembly. Hot gas migration through the assembly may also give rise to ignition on the unexposed side of the assembly in these local areas of weakness. As a result, it is recommended that furnace tests be performed with a positive furnace pressure so that the effects of hot gas transmission through the assembly can be observed.
Furnaces should contain a means for controlling the pressure inside the furnace during the test. As described in Section 3.1.1, a positive furnace pressure (relative to the laboratory) will be maintained across the entire test article in both vertical and horizontal tests. In vertical tests, the neutral plane in the furnace needs to be maintained at the bottom of the test article to have the entire test article at positive pressure. There should be no limit on the pressure at the top of the test article; for a 2.4-m (8-ft) high-test article the pressure at the top will be approximately 18–22 Pa depending on the gas temperature. In horizontal tests, the furnace should be maintained at 20 Pa during the entire test. The damper system should be designed and demonstrated to be capable of meeting these requirements, with some lead way to account for leakage through the assembly.

3.3 Thermal Properties of Materials

*Recommendation T-17*: The thermal and physical properties of materials in the test article assembly should be measured. Thermal properties (conductivity, specific heat capacity, heat of decomposition) should be measured at temperatures as close to the highest temperature the material is expected to reach during the test. Physical properties (density, moisture content, expansion/contraction, decomposition kinetics) should also be measured as a function of temperature up to temperatures the material is expected to reach during the test. Thermal property test should be performed on materials taken from the same lot of materials used to construct the test article.

The accuracy in predicting the heat-transfer through the test article assembly during the test, as well as other exposure conditions will be dependent on knowledge of thermal properties of materials in the assembly. Thermal properties should be known over the temperature range at which the materials are expected to be exposed.

Thermal properties for noncombustible materials can be obtained as a function of temperature. However, thermal properties are more difficult to obtain for materials that lose mass through either moisture-loss or degradation or materials that are deformable or not dimensionally stable. Several methods have been developed to determine thermal properties of materials at elevated temperatures with limited success on thermal properties in excess of 800°C (Henderson et al., 1981, 1982, 1983, Kokkala and Baroudi, 1993, Lundkvist et al., 1991, Jansson, 2004, Lattimer and Ouellette, 2004, 2006, Mehaffey et al., 1994, Sheppard and Gandhi, 1993). All of these methods are inverse heat-transfer methods where a model is used along with material temperatures measured under controlled conditions to determine the thermal properties required to obtain the measured response. Particular problems have been cited when attempting to measure properties of materials that degrade at particular temperatures. To overcome this difficulty, Henderson et al. (1982, 1983) and Lattimer and Ouellette (2004, 2006) conducted thermal property measurements on undegraded samples up to temperatures where degradation was expected. Thermal properties were determined for a degraded sample over the entire temperature range, and the thermal properties during degradation were calculated based on the fraction of degradation.
4.0 TEST METHOD RECOMMENDATIONS – STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE

The test requirements, with respect to the structural aspects of the test method, involve measurements/instrumentation, test procedures, and test documentation. These requirements relate to the production of data that can directly support PBSFE. The recommendations are followed by a discussion of the issue and the basis for the recommendation. The test procedures are subdivided into instrumentation, general, and load/scale issues.

4.1 Instrumentation

Assembly End Restraint

*Recommendation S-1: Place load cells at the assembly end boundaries to record magnitude of thermal restraining forces throughout test duration: minimum of three cells at one edge of furnace for the top, center, and bottom of a middle beam or stud of assembly.*

Structural modeling of the test results requires the inclusion of boundary conditions. Without these, no meaningful predictions of the test can be performed and as such, validation of the model through comparison with the results of furnace fire testing is not possible.

The fire test results recently reported in NIST NCSTAR 1-6B, as well as those from some non-standard fire tests, such as Cardington (University of Edinburgh, 2000 and Bailey, 2004) bring close scrutiny to issues of end conditions. A fully unrestrained end condition clearly represents a unique boundary condition of free expansion without any thermally-induced reactions, but the restrained condition includes a wide range of potential thermal restraints, from moderately stiff to fully rigid (Lim, Buchanan, and Moss (2004).

Another common source of confusion, particularly to structural engineers and architects, is that thermal restraint is not necessarily synonymous with structural end restraint: simple and modest steel shear connections for beam framing, which are considered to be rotationally unrestrained with negligible moment-resisting strength, have been shown to represent adequate thermally restrained conditions for most cases of both composite and non-composite steel-concrete floor systems (Gewain and Troup, 2001).

The default assembly support condition is just simple bearing on the furnace boundary. For the default bearing or end-connected assembly support condition, a complete description and quantitative characterization of the actual physical restraint provided during the fire test is very pertinent to the fire response of the assembly. Use of load cells at the restrained assembly boundaries to measure the thermally-induced forces that develop during the test would be quite illuminating in recording the assembly-to-frame interface conditions. A minimum of three load cells at a beam or stud end location within the assembly interior is recommended to measure both the total axial thrust and bending moments that occur from the thermal restraint. Additional such instrumentation for other beam or stud ends would serve to confirm similar restraint in other parts of the assembly or to demonstrate its variability. This information will provide quantitative structural data that can be converted for use in PBSFE relative to actual connections and assembly support stiffness.
Deflections

Recommendation S-2: Record, as a minimum, the time-history of transverse deflections at mid-span in all primary structural members (beams, joists, columns, and wall studs) of the assembly, together with axial shortening of loaded columns and wall studs.

Besides strength, the stiffness of a fire-resistive assembly is an important performance factor. Assembly deflections are not only a lead indicator of structural distress in the element tested, but large deflections also can lead to damage of its fire protection materials as well as damage to adjacent construction. Even without failure of the tested assembly, large fire-induced deflections can cause breaches of adjacent horizontal and/or vertical fire barriers, thereby leading to fire propagation into additional compartments. Therefore, transverse (out of plane) deflections of the structural members (beams, joists, wall studs, or columns) should be recorded by transducers, at least at their mid-spans, to provide the time-history of the deflection profile. For multiple beams, joists, or studs within an assembly, each member should be so instrumented, or at least those within the central, more flexible, region of the assembly. For axially loaded walls and columns in compression, the time-history of axial shortening at the load points should also be required.

Digital photo or video has additional value, especially in recording lateral or torsional deflections. Subsequent image analysis can provide quantitative deflection data.

Strain Gauges

Recommendation S-3: Require high-temperature strain gauges at critical sections (typically ends and/or mid-span) of main structural members (beams, joists, columns, wall studs) and of other important load transfer elements (shear studs, metal deck, floor slabs and reinforcement, and connections).

Strains in the primary structural member section (beam/ joist, wall stud, or column) should be monitored with high-temperature strain gauges, at least at both of the outside section edges and at its mid-depth, at the end supports and mid-span. Strains in the metal deck, concrete slab, any shear studs (for composite steel beams) and/or steel reinforcement in the concrete slab or wall should also be instrumented at supports and mid-span, as a minimum. Such strain data provides key information on load paths, identifies the local member areas where inelastic (yielding) material response is occurring and whether it is tensile or compressive, thereby revealing the critical structural locations for force redistribution and resistance mechanisms with time. Measured strains can also be related by compatibility to thermally-induced elongations and assembly restraint to better quantify these test assembly variables. Such localized and detailed structural response information cannot be deduced solely from measured deflections that are more representative of the overall gross response.

Non-standard fire tests, such as the Cardington building tests conducted in the UK over the last 10 years (University of Edinburgh, 2000 and BRE 215-741), usually supplement thermocouple and deflection results with strain readings for such purposes. Special high-temperature strain gauges are available for applications up to about 500–600°C. Beams and columns, concrete slabs and its reinforcing mesh or rebar, and any connection elements can be
instrumented for strain. Figure 15 shows strain data for bolts in steel connection at elevated temperatures from BRE 215-741.

![Figure 15. Bolt strain data from BRE 215-741.](image)

This level of test data acquisition and documentation, as summarized in Table 3 and Figure 16, should be provided.

Table 3. Test Instrumentation Recommended for Acquisition of Structural Performance Data (see Figure 16)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Instrumentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Time-history of transverse (out-of-plane) deflections for all structural members</em></td>
<td><em>Transducers at assembly mid-span (minimum) for each member</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Time-history of axial shortening for axially loaded walls and columns</em></td>
<td><em>Transducers at assembly load point (min)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure thermal restraint forces and bending moments at structural member end</td>
<td><em>Minimum of three load cells at beam or wall stud end, located at center of section and at both outside edges.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Time-history of strains in primary member section (beam, column or wall stud), metal deck, shear studs, steel rebar in concrete</em></td>
<td><em>High-temperature strain gages at outside edges and mid-depth of main structural section, centrally located in deck and rebar, base of shear studs - at end supports and mid-span (min) – see Figure 3</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Furnace Operation and Load/Scale

Standardized Assembly Load Application

Recommendation S-4: Superimposed loading on all assemblies should only be applied through mechanical or hydraulically-controlled apparatus.
In addition to hydraulic/mechanical equipment, current testing practices often include use of other types of floor or beam load application, such as water-filled tanks, concrete blocks, or sand bags. While there may be some merit or convenience in using the latter for lightly loaded specimens not tested to their maximum design limit, use of such constant weights is inherently less accurate and consistent than load control equipment that has been properly calibrated and serviced. Inconsistencies and differences in the load application methodology alone may lead to discrepancies between tests and/or laboratories. The bulky natural weights can obscure needed detailed observations of the assembly’s unexposed side condition relative to any openings, cracks, spalling, or fire penetration. At larger floor/beam deflections during the fire exposure, lateral contact among the stacked weights can be induced which would alter the actual gravity load distribution on the assembly. Moreover, in fire tests that reach actual structural failure, the danger to personnel and damage potential to the laboratory furnace is less with controlled loads than with stacked tank, block, and bag weights, whose support and stability cannot be readily maintained after floor/roof collapse.

For all these reasons of control, accuracy, and safety, it is recommended that loading be standardized and restricted to only hydraulic/mechanical means. It is recognized that to attain the desired pattern of uniformly distributed floor design loading in this manner, it will necessitate a series of multiple jacks, with corresponding spreader and reaction beam configurations. Appropriate guidance in this regard must still be developed to avoid assembly overload from too few or inadequately positioned concentrated loads that do not reproduce the intended characteristic response of uniformly distributed design loads.

**Specification of Maximum Superimposed Design Load**

*Recommendation S-5: The standard should require the maximum assembly design load to be based on the greater of the design load computed from either allowable stress design or limit states-LRFD and the controlling strength failure mode to be used for each type of assembly construction.*

As with the thermal aspects of the test, it is necessary to provide loads that create the maximum allowable structural conditions so that potential serious failure modes can be realized in the test. Lesser loading would not provide full expression of assembly response potentials, leading to the potential for unanticipated failure modes in the field.

Over the last couple of decades, the alternative ultimate strength, limit states, or LRFD approach has evolved into an equally acceptable methodology that can result in different design solutions from working stress. In particular, it is possible to realize large maximum design load increases with the newer limit states/LRFD of up to 33–50% for some situations, such as composite steel-concrete beams. With this development and the broad acceptance in U.S. building codes of both design methods, there is no longer a unique maximum design load for a given assembly that is independent of the selected design method (ultimate strength or working stress). In some cases, it is also not clear which strength failure mode is to be considered for the assembly design.

Canada currently only allows use of limit states design, and has accordingly revised its CAN/ULC-S101-04 standard to specify how maximum assembly loads for standard fire tests are
to be determined. It also addresses the typical strength limit states (bending, shear, compression, or tension) for which maximum design strength of the different assembly elements are to be computed. The latter guidance would be particularly helpful in the structural loading and analysis of multiple-part members, such as open-web joists, trusses, and non-standard girders. Additional provisions in this regard are needed in any test method in support of PBSFE. The conservative resolution of this issue in the presence of two structural design alternatives in the U.S. is to specify the maximum assembly design load as the highest load produced by working stress or limit states/LRFD, based on actual tested ambient material strength. In most typical cases, this maximum design load would be based on the ultimate strength/limit states/LRFD methods. Since testing to structural failure is the objective, restricted load tests at substantially less than the full design level may not reach this endpoint, or do so at significantly prolonged fire exposure times.

As a minimum, for purposes of PBSFE development, the applied load magnitude, type, and its design basis, as employed in the test, would add much needed clarity to the experimental results.

Minimum Assembly Size

Recommendation S-6: Specified minimum sizes of construction assemblies should be as follows: walls and partitions-100 sq ft with neither dimension less than 9 ft, columns – not less than 9 ft length, floors/roofs – 180 sq ft, with neither dimension less than 12 ft, beams – not less than 12 ft-span length. Standards-making bodies should consider the formation of furnace classes to recognize furnace capabilities larger than the minimum size.

While ever-larger furnaces and test assemblies are desirable to limit the extent of the scaling extrapolation required, the realities are that existing laboratory facilities were built for the current E 119, and similar ISO 834, minimum assembly size requirements (Beitel and Iwankiw, 2002). Marginal size changes from the nominal 10 x 12 ft vertical furnaces for wall and columns tests and 14 x 17-ft horizontal furnaces for floor/roof tests would be substantially meaningless toward enhancing the fidelity of test results. Only rather large increases of at least 2–3 times the current limits would enable more fully capturing the nature of continuous building construction. However, these greatly-increased assembly sizes would necessitate major new capital expenditures on bigger furnaces and ancillary test equipment, with the recurring expense of fire testing accordingly escalating. These major budget and cost factors are likely to constrain the demand and short-term availability of necessary facilities for large tests.

At this time, while fire testing development of larger assemblies is certainly encouraged, it is felt that this goal can best be accomplished in the near future within the context of special purpose projects, and not on a regular recurring basis. It is concluded that sufficient benefits for PBSFE can be more practically achieved in the shorter term through the other recommendations and without any change in the minimum assembly size.

Given the clear value of larger test specimens, it is desirable to create a number of furnace size classes so that the construction and use of larger furnaces can be recognized and the
enhanced value of larger-scale testing can be reflected in the V&V requirements for models to be employed in PBSFE.

**Size Effects and Experimental Scaling**

*Recommendation S-7: Employ dimensional scaling principles in the design of the test assembly to represent the actual construction applications.*

Laboratory furnaces are limited in size and depth, and this necessarily constrains the dimensions of assemblies that can be tested (Beitel and Iwankiw, 2002). Consequently, to date, most tests have been conducted full-scale on relatively small, shallow (not more than about 18 inches depth) and shorter span assemblies (less than about 17 ft). Restrictions have been imposed on the minimum structural sizes for which the rated assembly is applicable. However, it is known that long and short span floors/beams and walls/columns (often expressed in terms of a slenderness ratio of unbraced length divided by section depth or by its radius of gyration) can exhibit different structural behavior and have different strength limit states. The assembly depth can thereby be related to its span length as a contributing factor to the structural behavior. Bending and stability are the primary response modes for longer members, while shorter members are controlled by shear and axial section capacity.

In order to observe the full possible range of structural fire behavior, effects of longer spans and/or the larger assembly depths, which are actually used in construction, should be evaluated, since these could be more critical than shorter assembly spans and smaller depths. This approach would involve fire testing scaled specimens under load, which better represent reality. These geometric variables can be tested in practical furnace size and laboratory facility constraints using reduced-scale loaded assemblies and scaling laws to represent deeper trusses, bigger or taller columns and walls.

Dimensional analysis and structural similitude techniques to enable experimental test result correlations between full-size prototypes and scaled physical models have existed since the early-mid 20th century (Handbook on Experimental Mechanics, 1987, Bazant et al., 1996, Simitses and Rezaee Pazhand, 1992) Preservation of key non-dimensional parameter(s) in the governing response equation(s) controls the experimental set-up and correlation of results. The fundamental differential equation for equilibrium of an elastic beam-column is given in Eq. 4, without regard to sign convention of the individual terms, and subject to material first yielding limits for axial and bending stresses:

\[
E I \frac{d^2 y}{dx^2} = P y(x) + M(x)
\]

subject to

\[
P \leq F_y A \quad \text{and} \quad M(x) \leq F_y S
\]
where

\[ E I = \text{elastic bending stiffness of the structural member, assumed as constant for prismatic section (force} \times \text{lengths}^2) \]
\[
\frac{d^2y}{dx^2} = \text{second derivative of transverse member deflection relative to length, (length}^{-1})
\]

also known as curvature of neutral surface

\[ P = \text{centrally applied axial load, (force)} \]
\[ y(x) = \text{transverse member deflection, function of length, } x, \text{ along member, (length)} \]
\[ M(x) = \text{bending moment from continuity, axial load eccentricity and/or transverse member loads, function of length, } x, \text{ along member, (force} \times \text{length)} \]
\[ F_y = \text{material yield stress, (force} \times \text{length}^2) \]
\[ A = \text{member cross-section area, (length}^2) \]
\[ S = \text{member section modulus, (length}^3) \]

Elastic column stability for compressive axial loads is influenced by the secondary bending term, \( P y(x) \), which disappears for a pure beam with no axial force \((P=0)\). For assessment of ultimate member structural strength and failure, utilization, or demand-to-capacity, ratio is the key invariant. If the model and prototype are built from the same materials, this ratio can be simply replaced by stress level. For these conditions and if structural member dimension of the model relative to prototype, \( 0<s<1.0 \), is the primary scaling variable for its cross section and span length, the following scaling is necessary for complete test similitude and dimensional consistency of Eq. 4:

- Member span, length: \( s \)
- Member section area (A), length\(^2\): \( s^2 \)
- Moment of inertia (I) of member, length\(^4\): \( s^4 \)
- Concentrated load (P), force: \( s^2 \)
- Line load, force/length: \( s \)
- Bending moment (M), force\( \times \)length, and section modulus (S), length\(^3\): \( s^3 \)
- Uniformly distributed load, stress, and E (Young’s Modulus), force/length\(^2\): 1.0

Scaling (\( \frac{1}{2} \)-size floor truss depth and span, with doubling of applied load to produce equivalent steel stresses) was successfully employed in the recent NIST WTC floor truss fire resistance testing. (NIST NCSTAR 1-6B) Appropriate test provisions for furnace-scaled assembly testing should be developed, along with guidelines for application of results. Criteria for how and when large geometric changes in assembly span and depth can affect their fire resistance should be formulated, along with requirements for when assemblies must undergo additional scaled tests to account for these possible size effects in their fire resistance rating in lieu of extrapolation. Floor systems and columns appear to be the most likely candidates for such reduced scale testing. However, it is recognized that consistent scaling of concrete floor slabs may be problematic due to lack of sufficient control over aggregate size and internal moisture/humidity content. Furnace-scaled specimens can be considered to be about approximately \( \frac{1}{2} \) to \( \frac{1}{4} \) size of the real prototype.
Some adaptation of full-scale to reduced, furnace-scaled fire testing of assemblies (in particular for beams, roofs, and composite steel-concrete floors) should be accomplished in the relative short-term. It would provide much needed supporting data to supplement or replace the current extrapolation of results of larger and heavier construction.

General guidance on the design of scaled furnace assemblies is needed by the fire resistance testing community and this is included as a general recommendation in Section 6.2.

4.3 General

Mandatory Fire Testing Under Design Load to Structural Failure

Recommendation S-8: All assembly fire tests should be conducted under maximum design load until an imminent or actual structural failure limit state is attained, or until an major integrity breach occurs, irrespective of the assembly’s other thermal conditions.

Oftentimes, the limiting criterion for a fire resistance rating time is either thermal or the test is simply terminated because a desired rating time target had been achieved. Under these circumstances, structural failure of the fire test assembly is never reached. The importance of continuing fire tests to structural failure, despite any rating time considerations, lies in gaining a fuller understanding of the actual structural limit states that can be encountered as the assembly reaches its failure time. These ultimate fire performance facts are not at all evident when the test is prematurely stopped, sometimes well in advance of even any visible structural distress. All loaded fire tests should continue until an imminent or actual structural limit state (failure condition) is reached.

In the recent NIST WTC collapses investigation (NIST NCSTAR 1-6B), four standard fire resistance tests were conducted on the floor truss system with different protection thicknesses and test conditions. While the E 119-based rating time was determined to be between ¾–2 hrs., the floors continued to support load without collapse for over 2 hours.

This observation, among others, reinforces the need to test to failure and to clearly identify the structural failure time and failure mode. The type of actual or imminent structural failure mode (bending, stability, fracture) or assembly integrity breach (burn-through or flame penetration through assembly or the furnace enclosure) should be clearly identified and reported.

The practical implication of this approach is that test duration should be limited by laboratory safety. Termination of a test would be indicated by fire penetration or burn-through of the assembly, or other breaches of the furnace enclosure or test apparatus that would pose a danger to the laboratory staff and facility. This structural failure/integrity endpoint of the test would generate much additional valuable information at a relatively small increment of effort. The time, mode and mechanism of the assembly failure should be clearly described (ductile, brittle, in bending, shear, tension, squash, or buckling) and documented as part of the standard.
Actual Strength of Assembly Structural Materials at Ambient Temperature

Recommendation S-9: Material strength tests should be performed on samples extracted from the primary structural assembly members to determine their actual mechanical properties at ambient (including yield and ultimate strength, and elastic modulus).

Typical structural testing requires knowledge of the actual stress-strain properties and dimensions of the specimen material(s) at ambient temperatures. This mechanical property data is needed to accurately correlate the experimental results to predictor equations or analyses that utilize the material’s yield or ultimate strength. Simple use of the minimum specified strength gradation of the structural material for this purpose is inadequate and could be grossly misleading for interpretation of the results, especially if the actual strength is substantially different (either more or less) from its nominal value. Current standards have no detailed requirements for determination of actual strength properties of the test assembly’s structural materials, other than the general recording of their physical properties. The latter is mostly interpreted as being identification of the materials and their product designations, together with overall assembly dimensions. Often, the characteristic 28-day compression strength of poured concrete has been experimentally verified through standard ASTM C 39 cylinder tests and reported. However, the real steel, wood, or masonry properties of test assemblies commonly are not more precisely documented other than their nominal size and grade designation. Yet, it is possible, even currently probable for some lower grade, mild structural steels such as ASTM A 36, that their actual material strength may be 50% higher than its minimum nominal value. (ANSI/AISC 341-05). Petterson and Wittenveen (1979) cited examples in the 1970s of such artificial increases in fire resistance rating time achieved principally because the base structural material had an actual strength 25% higher than nominal.

Use of production mill certificates that show measured ambient strength of the material origination lot of the structural member is more reliable than mere dependence on nominal values, but due to potential variability within the lot as well as piece identification and tracking errors, this may also not be necessarily representative of the material to be fire tested. The best approach is to require standard ASTM strength tests of material samples used in the assembly construction, to include:

a. ASTM A 370-06, Standard Test Methods and Definitions for Mechanical Testing of Steel Products;
c. ASTM C 31/C31M-06, Standard Practice for Making and Curing Concrete Test Specimens in the Field, American Society for Testing and Materials, West Conshohocken, PA;
d. ASTM C 39/C39M-05e1, Standard Test Method for Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete Specimens;
e. ASTM C 1314-03b, Standard Test Method for Compressive Strength of Masonry Prisms; and
Explicit requirements for structural material strength determination to this effect should be provided in the test standard.

Determination of Structural Properties at Elevated Temperatures

Recommendation S-10: Material strength tests should be performed on materials used in the primary structural assembly members to determine their actual mechanical properties at high temperatures (including yield and ultimate strength, and elastic modulus).

The major mechanical properties needed for structural fire resistance engineering are yield and ultimate strength, Young’s (elastic) modulus, and stress-strain curves. The first two strength and stiffness parameters as a function of temperature, may be deduced from a series of stress-strain data. All materials exhibit degradation of their ambient mechanical properties with higher temperatures, and this representation, often depicted as a percentage of ambient, or so-called retention ratio, is crucial to an accurate modeling of fire resistance, and ultimately any fire-induced collapse prediction.

In contrast to long-standing test standards for determination of ambient material strength, such as A370-06 tensile testing for steel, none exists for such applications at high temperatures. The determination of high temperature mechanical properties requires a heating apparatus (oven) in combination with the conventional load testing equipment. The material specimen can either be heated to certain uniform temperatures and then load-tested until failure to develop a family of stress-strain curve for those temperatures, or it can be loaded at various constant levels inside an oven and heated to increasing temperatures until a creep failure occurs. A correlation could be made between these two sets of high temperature results.

Published information exists from various sources, domestic and international, on the “typical” mechanical properties of traditional structural materials (commonly steel, concrete, wood or masonry) at the high temperatures that could be experienced during a fire exposure. (SFPE, 2002 and ASCE Manual #78, 1992, among others). However, many of these tests were done decades ago, on generic material grades customary for that time and country, and with experimental procedures that were not entirely consistent for all, including differences in applied strain rates, instrumentation, data interpretation, and consideration of creep. This accounts for some of the additional scatter of these reported results. While it has been demonstrated that material retention ratios at high temperatures can be similar within a given material class, a substantially different response can be manifest in a separate class of the same material. For example, SFPE (2002) and other literature show that high strength concrete and steel will perform differently at high temperatures than their lower “normal” strength counterparts. Therefore, a related uncertainty of how far to extrapolate existing retention ratio data to other conventional material grades, types, or species or to specialty products, i.e., what are the specific limits of existing data applicability. Of course, as newer construction materials evolve into more common practice, such as resin-based, polymer composites, steel-concrete composite construction, steel cables or pre-stressing strands, fiber-reinforced concrete or even more higher strength steels and concretes, their high-temperature mechanical properties will need to be established.
To resolve these issues, supplemental high temperature testing for mechanical properties of the test assembly materials could be made mandatory, in general. However, this would severely burden every E 119 test and likely produce many redundant results. A more efficient alternative is central development within a separate program the standard procedures for such testing of these properties to conduct sufficient high temperature experiments of the common construction materials and grades, compile and publish the results for engineering applications. The recent WTC investigation Report NIST NCSTAR 1-3D provides an excellent central source of test data and available references on mild structural steel, together with revised best-fit formulations for the basic steel mechanical properties as a function of temperature, including the rarely reported Poisson’s ratio. As the common construction materials and grades are likely to change over time, this high temperature material testing and official documentation should be periodically repeated, perhaps every 10–20 years, for validation and/or recalibration. If modern material property data is not available, it will be necessary for the materials to be tested in conjunction with the furnace testing.

In addition to the basic mechanical properties at elevated temperatures, the gross behavior of the assembly materials during the test fire exposure must be described, especially with regard to its damage/degradation through spalling, charring, and the like. This is further discussed under documentation.

Inclusion of Load Eccentricity for Walls and Columns

Recommendation S-11: Require column and wall tests to be conducted with a minimum \( \frac{d}{6} \) eccentricity of axial compression load from centerline, where \( d \) is the depth of column or wall.

Most of the structural column fire resistance ratings have been derived from tests on unloaded, nominally straight specimens that are fully engulfed (uniformly heated) in the fire, and that are subject only to temperature endpoints. Use of this type of critical steel temperature test obscures a great deal of real fire response information for the member. Effects of accidental load eccentricity, initial column curvature or imperfections, column mechanical strength properties, length slenderness ratio, and type of structural failure (squash or stability/buckling) under fire exposures are relatively unknown.

In addition, compression members can potentially experience non-uniform heating in real fires (for example, in perimeter framing or tall columns subjected to lower, partial height heating), which will cause bowing curvatures (Cooke, 1988) due to thermal gradients through the section depth (see Figure 17). These induced thermal curvatures reduce the strength of the members due to P-delta effects, and hence, influence the stability of the columns. Such thermal effects will depend on whether the fire totally engulfs a given structural column, in which case similar thermal exposures on all sides can be expected, (uniform heating) or if not, gives rise to the non-uniform heating cases.

This behavior at elevated temperatures, as well as the adherence of the fire protection material under lateral column deflections, will only become manifest when columns are tested until actual/incipient failure under maximum design load and without temperature limits. The
benefit of using different strength grades of column materials for fire resistance will also become better established.

As illustrated in Figure 17, non-uniform heating can be full height, but incomplete fire exposure of entire column section contour or a partial height exposure of some or all the section contour. Loaded column tests with non-uniform heating are expected to show asymmetric structural response and failure mechanisms that are not obviated from the currently unloaded, uniformly-critical E 119 temperature tests with their idealized conditions. Similar performance differences can exist for some wall assemblies due to non-uniform heating, applied load and deformation, even for non-loadbearing elements such as those that may be used as fire separations for large record storage compartments (Beyler and Iwankiw, 2005). Bailey (2004) reported that during the Cardington building tests in the UK, a non-loadbearing compartment wall failed during the fire due to large deflections imposed from adjacent beam framing.

![Figure 17. Column fire-testing alternatives.](image)

A number of recent papers have addressed the fire resistance of light wood and steel-framed walls. In Alfawakhiri et al. (1999), and Alfawakhiri and Sultan (1999), the authors cite the paucity of experimental data on loadbearing light-frame walls with steel studs. Greater research focus in this area is endorsed, along with more complete instrumentation of standard test assemblies for structural property and response variables in order to expand performance-based fire design options. Clancy (2002a and 2002b), Clancy and Young (2004) developed predictive time to failure models and comparison tests on wood stud walls with gypsum board. Buckling effects, wall crookedness, stud size, spacing, charring, variability of wood and gypsum properties, as well as loadbearing and non-loadbearing applications were studied. Kodur et al. (1999), Alfawakhiri and Sultan (2000), Sultan (1995), and Alfawakhiri et al. (2000) present additional standard fire test results for lightweight steel framed walls, along with analytical...
modeling that correlates with this test data. Feng et al. (2003) and Feng and Wang (2005) reported experimental and analytical findings on cold-formed steel wall studs with gypsum board. Effects of channel section sizes and spacing, thermal bowing, stability and loading were examined under standard fire exposures.

Provision for investigating loaded column and wall response under non-uniform fire exposure should be studied, as this may be a more severe condition than uniform heating. In the interim, a surrogate approach for simulation of wall and column assembly strength degradation due to geometric imperfections and additional non-uniform heating effects is the imposition of a minimum eccentricity for compressive loads. Minimum compressive load eccentricity is already required in some test standards and structural design methods.

At this time, in view of the eccentricity requirements contained in ASTM E 72 for wall panel strength tests and those implied in ACI 318 for structural concrete design in compression, a load eccentricity of d/6 from the wall or column centerline is recommended, where d is the actual depth of the wall stud perpendicular to the wall or the largest depth of the column. This d/6 value also has a theoretical engineering basis in the so-called “kern” distance for a compressively loaded rectangular section, which is the maximum eccentricity in such a member that will still maintain all combined material stresses in compression, without any net tension from the eccentric bending. This load eccentricity should be applied toward the assembly side such as to magnify the fire and thermally-induced effects as a worst case. Steel and concrete members will bow towards the fire-exposed side due to thermal gradients and steel expansion; hence, the compressive load eccentricity should be applied away from the furnace to exaggerate this curvature. On the other hand, wood tends to bow away from the fire due to asymmetric charring deterioration; hence, its d/6 load eccentricity should be applied towards the furnace. Prior to the test, any initial wall or column geometric imperfections, such as vertical out-of-straightness, should be measured and documented.

No Hose Stream Test Requirement for Walls and Partitions

Recommendation S-12: Hose stream test procedure and its acceptance criteria for walls and partitions are no longer required.

The hose stream test provides little substantive information to either current life safety practices or PBSFE. The interpretation of its results is not well defined, and the hose stream application may be conducted after two alternative fire exposure durations. The use of the hose stream test is in direct conflict with the requirements of the “test to failure” approach adopted here.

Structural Instrumentation Check/Calibration

Recommendation S-13: Prior to initiation of fire test, check/calibrate all of assembly’s structural instrumentation (transducers, strain gauges, load cells) under superimposed load.

The functionality and accuracy of all the structural instrumentation installed on the assembly should be checked under load immediately prior to the fire ignition. This process should include comparison of the expected elastic deflections and strains of the structural members under load.
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to those recorded just prior to the fire test. Any installation corrections or replacements of instrumentation can then be made, as needed. An easy method for similar pre-test verification of the load cells (for boundary restraint) should be developed and implemented.

5.0 TEST METHOD RECOMMENDATIONS – TEST DOCUMENTATION

The proposed test requirements for procedures, instrumentation, or load/scale issues will all necessarily require accompanying documentation, as outlined herein in 5.1–5.6.

5.1 Furnace Description

- Lining (T-11)
- Dimensions (T-12)
- Gas type (T-13)
- Burner description (T-14)
- Secondary air flow rate (T-15)

5.2 Furnace Exposure Conditions and Instrumentation

- Furnace temperature measurement (T-1)
- Target fire exposure curve including tolerances (T-9)
- Pressure measurement and location (T-2)
- Oxygen concentration sampling description and analyzer for measurement (T-3)

5.3 Calibration Test Results

- Thermal (T-10)
- Structural (S-13)

5.4 Specimen/assembly Description

- General – size/dimensions (S-6), ambient material strengths (S-9)

All the test assembly original conditions (structural framing and span, loading, end supports) should be accurately provided. In addition, the description and major properties of the fire protection materials should be provided. For compressively-loaded assemblies (walls and columns), initial-out-straightness of the test assembly and other imperfections should be regularly measured and recorded, as this could be an important factor in its ultimate strength.

- Instrumentation (type and locations) – thermal (T-4, T-5, T-7, and T-8) and structural (S-1, S-2, and S-3)
- Superimposed loading – design basis and magnitude, application means (S-4, S-5, S-11)
- Conditioning – e.g., curing of concrete, of protective materials, etc.
5.5 Test Results

- Time-history records of all measured values
- Pertinent visual observations – discoloration, damage and detachment of protective and structural materials, cracking, spalling, buckling, creation of gaps-openings, flame and gas penetration, other unusual behavior

During the test, the time of occurrence and type of major structural damage, such as local buckling of steel, detachment of metal deck from slab, spalling or crushing of concrete, fractures and cracks, splitting or ignition/charring of wood and the like should be documented. The ignition and charring of wood is well-documented. However, though research literature on fire-induced concrete spalling exists, such as the more recent contributions of Bostrom et al. (2004), and Breunese and Fellinger (2004), such spalling damage in concrete is still not known in sufficient scientific rigor to be predictable or controllable. Therefore, if spalling in concrete or other unusual high temperature material behavior is manifest during the fire test, the nature and occurrence time of this phenomenon, along with its accompanying conditions should be documented.

Equally important, other observations on degradation, damage, distortion or detachment of the fire protection material, that could accelerate thermal penetration of the assembly during the test, should be made.

- Identification of Structural Failure Endpoint Time and Mode(s) (S-8)
- Other – photographs, videos, identification of any malfunctioning of instrumentation or test apparatus, possibly sample extraction of residual assembly materials

5.6 Post-Test Inspection

- Thermal damage – material state, char extent and depths, spalling area and depths, burn-through areas, missing/detached protection material, etc.
- Structural – local and global damage (cracking, spalling, buckling, fractures, char-reduced sections, etc.)

The ambient, post-test (cold) condition of the assembly should be well-documented, in particular all the fire protection and structural damage, and final displaced configuration of the assembly. This information would reveal any changes and additional damage from thermal contraction after the fire and during the cooling stage.
6.0 GENERAL RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS IN SUPPORT OF PBSFE

While the objective of this project was to develop recommendations for testing in support of PBSFE, a number of general research topics were brought to light in the course of the work. These topics are introduced in the following subsections for reference. The topics are neither complete nor novel, but bear enumeration.

6.1 Develop Guidelines for Definition of Imminent Structural Failure

Recommendation S-8 calls for testing under full design load until structural failure is reached, or until an integrity/safety breach occurs. Much is left to the subjective judgment of the laboratory staff or the test sponsor as to when structural failure is imminent immediately prior to any total specimen collapse. The purpose of this recommendation is to develop a common set of Guidelines that can be used in the determination of imminent failure. The Guidelines are intended to facilitate safe and effective laboratory operations and provide greater test termination consistency among laboratories.

Large, uncontrolled deflections are usually the best indicator of an imminent failure. Harmathy (1967) addresses such for steel beam supported floors. In contrast to ductile failures that develop more gradually, brittle fractures or instability can occur almost instantaneously without forewarning and are much less predictable. The laboratory is usually very careful in trying to prevent full assembly collapse in order to avoid any personnel injuries and to safeguard its furnace and instrumentation. That is why a reliable predictive limit for imminent structural failure of the test assembly, at least for ductile response, is desirable. These, and more general unresolved issues in practice with identification of structural “failure” during a fire, were raised by Lane (2003).

Rapidly increasing (“runaway”) deflections and loss of stiffness can often be seen real-time during the fire test on the plot of assembly deflection time-history. Current standards do not provide any definitive criteria on exactly when ductile deflections are to be regarded as being uncontrolled, with failure being imminent. Ryan and Robertson (1959) had developed arguably the first deflection failure criteria for steel beams tested in a standard E 119 fire test under full load (Ryan and Robertson, 1959). One of these postulated limits is the magnitude of the maximum beam transverse deflection, formulated from curve fit of test data in consistent length units of inches as

\[ \delta = \frac{L^2}{800d} \]  

(5)

where

\( \delta = \) maximum beam transverse deflection during the fire exposure, in
L = beam span length, in
\( d = \) beam section depth, in
Due to the difficulty of representing in a simplified manner all the other specimen design variables, such as material properties, member sizes, and end connection restraint for this critical deflection value, Ryan and Robertson (1959) proposed a second accompanying limit that checks the rate of transverse deflection. This criterion draws from the experience that specimen failure is imminent when the deflection itself is not only sufficiently large, but also when it starts increasing at a rapid, or “runaway” rate, indicated by the slope of the deflection time-history curve. Such an accelerated rate of deflection signals pending beam instability. This second limit postulated by Ryan and Robertson, 1959, is expressed as the hourly rate of fire induced deflection equaling or exceeding $L^2/(150d)$. The authors recommend the structural failure time of the beam, floor or roof assembly be taken as the time when both of these limiting criteria are exceeded.

These, or comparable, beam, floor and roof deflection criteria should be developed for adoption to explicitly define imminent structural failure for ductile materials. Several international fire standards, such as ISO 834, BS 476 and DIN 4102, have already included similar type of deflection-based criteria for “loadbearing capacity,” not only for members in bending, but also for axially loaded elements in compression (columns and walls). These ISO 834 limits are shown in Eq. 6, with both criteria necessary to be exceeded for failure identification. These deflection limits are substantially higher than those originally proposed by Ryan and Robertson (1959). For flexural elements and $D \geq L/30$:

$$D = \frac{L^2}{400d}$$

$$\frac{dD}{dt} = \frac{L^2}{9000d}$$

where

$D, \frac{dD}{dt} =$ limiting flexural deflection, mm, and rate of deflection, mm/min, respectively
$L =$ clear span of assembly, mm
$d =$ bending section depth, mm

For axially loaded elements:

$$\frac{dC}{dt} = \frac{3h}{1000}$$

where

$C, \frac{dC}{dt} =$ limiting axial shortening, mm, and rate of axial shortening, mm/min, respectively
$h =$ initial element height, mm
These and additional recommendations should be developed as Guidelines to minimize risk of sudden brittle fractures or stability collapses in order to preserve general safety and mitigate damage to the laboratory facility. In addition to any specific deflection-based indexes, monitoring and interpretation of temperature readings, observations on the physical deterioration of the assembly, duration of the fire exposure, and similar factors should be addressed. The resulting Guidelines will provide a common and rational platform for identification of the imminent structural failure test endpoint for typical conditions.

6.2 Develop Guidance for the Design of Furnace Assemblies and Application of Results

Test method provisions for furnace-scaled assembly testing and guidelines for application of results should be developed. Criteria should be provided for when and how furnace-scaled fire tests can be used and interpreted relative to actual construction via extrapolation of results to larger and heavier assemblies. This need follows directly from Recommendation S-7 to employ dimensional scaling principles in the design of the test assembly to represent the actual construction applications.

6.3 Conduct a Round-robin using the Furnace Calibration Test Method

A round-robin using the furnace calibration test (Recommendation T-10) would provide important data and evaluation of the relative operating performance of existing laboratory furnace. Given the differences in size, depth, fuels, burners etc of the existing furnaces, the round-robin would also serve to evaluate the potential effects of not controlling the furnace operation as recommended in this report. The round-robin would provide testing and statistical analysis in support of test method development, standardization, and analysis of variances.

6.4 Develop Test Procedure and Data on Fire Performance of Common Structural Connections

FEMA 403 and NIST NCSTAR 1-6B identify structural connections under fire exposures as a vital area for further study. Very few fire tests have been conducted on assemblies with real end connections, in place of the common insertion of the assembly frame into the furnace. Most assemblies typically have simple bearing supports butted against the test frame for floors and roofs, or to the load device for walls. While the current prescriptive code provisions in the U.S. requiring fire protection of connections to be at the same level as for the most highly rated adjoining structural member have generally been considered adequate, the fire response of connections, of its constitutive elements and details (bolts, welds, reinforcing bars and development lengths, ties, etc.) is not well understood or developed. Moreover, the ductility, or lack thereof, of connections under potentially very high strain demands and reduced strength at elevated temperatures could be a critical factor in the integrity assessment of adjacent structural member(s) and framing, as well as for development of any secondary load redistribution paths. The Cardington building tests amply demonstrated this aspect of real structural fire performance (University of Edinburgh, 2000 and BRE 215-741).

End connections and member splices are conventionally detailed only for the design loads required by the applicable building code, which primarily involve shear forces and/or bending moments for moment frames, axial tension or compression and/or shear for braced frames and
trusses. Columns typically carry only compression loads, but may experience uplift for some braced frame conditions. Ordinary structural design for beams and floors does not regularly include the secondary effects of larger axial tension forces and strains from catenary action (see Figure 18) that are likely to become manifest only under the final strength limit states of fire exposure, blast, or impacts. One example of this type of tensile limit state in a connection is the beam splice failure during the 9-11 disasters in WTC 5, as described in the FEMA 403 Report.

One approach to acquire fire performance data on connections is to require every assembly to be detailed and tested with real connections. However, development of standard provisions for such would be rather difficult, given the wide variety of alternative connection types and details, and it would regularly encumber every test. It is likely better to allow the assembly supports to continue being of the customary fitted/bearing type within the test frame, or at the sponsor’s discretion, use of actual structural connections should be permitted.

A seemingly more viable alternative is to develop in a special research study a unique set of fire test criteria and results for a suite of typical steel connectors (mechanical fasteners, welds, shear studs), connections and steel reinforcing details (longitudinal rebar, shear stirrups, ties, etc.) for steel, concrete and masonry that form typical simple (shear only) and rigid (moment-resisting) connections, composed of different base materials in beam-to-beam and beam-to-column designs. This could be done within or separate from the standard review. Given suitable instrumentation and loading, important new information on connection ductility, force transfer mechanisms, and their ultimate failure limit states under load and high temperature exposures would be thereby obtained, including effects from cooling after the fire. These
connection results could supplement the conventional assembly ratings, and form a basic set of input properties for modeling of connections in PBSFE.

6.5 **Develop and Standardize Test Methods for High Temperature Thermal, Physical, and Structural Properties of Materials**

In support of Recommendations T-17 and S-10, test methods for high temperature thermal, physical, and structural properties of materials are needed. Thermal properties (conductivity, specific heat capacity, heat of decomposition) need to be measured at temperatures as close to the highest temperature the material is expected to reach. Physical properties (density, moisture content, expansion/contraction, decomposition kinetics) also need to be measured as a function of temperature up to temperatures the material is expected to reach. Material strength tests need to be performed on materials used in the primary structural assembly members to determine their actual mechanical properties at high temperatures (including yield and ultimate strength, and elastic modulus.

While there are a number of test methods available for these measurements, none of them are fully satisfactory and none are accepted as standards for this use. Research is needed to develop and evaluate the available methods. This will support the selection of the best methods that can then be subjected to V&V and ultimately become accepted standard test methods for this application.

6.6 **Compile Fire Test Database**

Compilation of a comprehensive database on all fire tests of an assembly, including those that were not successful, is recommended. Fire resistance data and rating results from any fire test can differ, sometimes quite markedly from one identical test to another, both in terms of recorded thermal and structural performance. This is due to the many random experimental variables and inaccuracies (laboratory facilities and practices, furnace temperatures and pressures, loading, instrumentation, test frame boundary conditions), combined with differences in actual material properties and workmanship quality of the individual assembly construction. At times, multiple fire resistance tests have been conducted for an assembly to achieve a desired rating outcome, and only the single best “passing” test is used as the benchmark for the fire resistance listing.

The actual “track” record, including any failed or unsatisfactory tests, assembly modifications, and variability of fire tests should be compiled in a database. This information would serve to not only assess the test variability, but also provide additional model validation benchmarks.

The database will not only provide a much better understanding of fire performance, but also give invaluable specific results against which structural fire design and analysis tools can be validated and calibrated.

6.7 **Analyze Repeatability (Scatter) of Tests**

A rigorous statistical study of the random variations in standard fire tests (as compiled in the database) should be performed to determine the expected probability distribution of experimental
results for identical or similar assemblies. To the extent possible, the variability of all the experimental and assembly-specific factors should be established. Such rationally assigned statistics of the published test data could be used to improve interpolation of existing test results and to assess validation accuracy of analytical models, whose solutions otherwise may not exactly match the output of any single test.

7.0 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Furnace Instrumentation Recommendations

Recommendation T-1: Furnace Temperature Control – Plate thermometers should be used to measure furnace temperature and control the furnace exposure. There should be nine plate thermometers equally distributed across the test specimen surface. Plate thermometers are typically placed 0.10 m (4 in.) away from the sample; however, a larger spacing is desired to prevent them from potentially being damaged by failing test articles. Testing needs to be performed to demonstrate that a larger spacing does not affect the thermometer measurement.

Recommendation T-2: Furnace Differential Pressure – Tests should be performed with a positive furnace pressure (relative to laboratory conditions) across the entire test article. All furnace pressures should be measured using the tube sensor provided in ISO 834 and EN1363-1. In a vertical furnace, pressure should be measured at the bottom and top of the test specimen. The neutral plane in the furnace should be maintained at the bottom of the test specimen with no limit on the pressure at the top of the specimen. In a horizontal furnace, the furnace pressure should be measured at one location and maintained at 20 Pa. Pressure tube sensors should be located at the same distance away from test articles as the plate thermometers.

Recommendation T-3: Furnace Oxygen Concentration – Furnace oxygen concentration should be measured in the furnace stack and maintained at greater than 6% during the test. Gas samples should be continuously drawn out of the duct through a sampling line and measured using a paramagnetic type oxygen analyzer. The recommended sampling probe should be similar to the sampling probe used in duct measurements of hood calorimeters.

Recommendation T-4: Unexposed Side Temperatures – The unexposed side temperatures should be measured with a thermocouple placed between the specimen and a noncombustible, insulating pad. The insulating pad should be a low density, low thermal conductivity material with known thermal properties. The pads should be approximately 0.15 m (6 in.) square and 25 mm (1 in.) thick and placed in at least three locations that provide a range of heat-transfer performance.

Recommendation T-5: Total Heat Flux off the Unexposed Side – The total heat flux off the unexposed side of the assembly should be measured using a Schmidt-Boelter type water-cooled total heat flux gauge. At a minimum, a heat flux gauge should be placed near the center of the test article and as close as possible to the unexposed side. In cases where the assembly contains a transparent section, a heat flux gauge should also be placed at the center of the transparent section as close as possible to the unexposed surface.
Recommendation T-6: **Furnace Velocity** – Velocity measurements inside the furnace should not be made.

Recommendation T-7: **Temperature Profile through Test Specimen** – Temperatures should be measured through the thickness of the test assembly at locations that are representative of the different heat-transfer paths within the assembly. Repeat temperature profiles are recommended in case some thermocouples fail during the test.

Recommendation T-8: **Gas Temperature Measurement** – Gas temperatures on the exposed and unexposed side of the test specimen should be measured using aspirated thermocouples. Gas temperatures should be measured at each location where a temperature profile is being measured. Aspirated thermocouples should be placed as close as possible to the test article surface.

### 7.2 Furnace Operations Recommendations

Recommendation T-9: **Furnace Time-Temperature Exposure Curve** – The furnace time-temperature exposure should linearly increase to 1200°C in six minutes and remain constant at 1200°C for the remainder of the test.

Recommendation T-10: **Calibration Test** – A calibration test should be conducted with a noncombustible boundary containing instrumentation to quantify the thermal exposure. Instrumentation installed in the boundary should include total heat flux gauges and calibration boards instrumented with thermocouples. Instrumentation should be installed in at least five locations (center of each quadrant and center of the boundary) to quantify the furnace exposure. The calibration test should be performed for one-hour using the required furnace exposure and instrumentation.

Recommendation T-11: **Furnace Lining Material** – All interior furnace surfaces should be lined with a ceramic fiber material.

Recommendation T-12: **Minimum Furnace Depth** – The minimum furnace depth should be 4 ft (1.2 m).

Recommendation T-13: **Burner Fuel** – Propane gas should be used as the furnace fuel in all fire resistance furnaces.

Recommendation T-14: **Type of Burner** – Pre-mixed burners should be used in all fire resistance furnaces.

Recommendation T-15: **Secondary Air Capability** – When necessary, a means for providing secondary air should be provided such that the minimum oxygen content within a furnace is not less than 6%.

Recommendation T-16: **Exhaust Control** – A means for controlling the internal furnace pressure (e.g., damper in exhaust stack) should be provided.

Recommendation T-17: **Thermal Properties of Materials** – The thermal and physical properties of materials in the test article assembly should be measured. Thermal properties (conductivity, specific heat capacity, heat of decomposition) should be measured at temperatures as close to the highest temperature the material is expected
to reach during the test. Physical properties (density, moisture content, expansion/contraction, decomposition kinetics) should also be measured as a function of temperature up to temperatures the material is expected to reach during the test. Thermal property test should be performed on materials taken from the same lot of materials used to construct the test article.

7.3 Structural Instrumentation Recommendations

Recommendation S-1: Assembly End Restraint – Place load cells at the assembly end boundaries to record magnitude of thermal restraining forces throughout test duration: minimum of three cells at one edge of furnace for the top, center, and bottom of a middle beam or stud of assembly.

Recommendation S-2: Deflections – Record, as a minimum, the time-history of transverse deflections at mid-span in all primary structural members (beams, joists, columns, and wall studs) of the assembly, together with axial shortening of loaded columns and wall studs.

Recommendation S-3: Strain Gauges – Require high-temperature strain gauges at critical sections (typically ends and/or mid-span) of main structural members (beams, joists, columns, wall studs) and of other important load transfer elements (shear studs, metal deck, floor slabs and reinforcement, and connections).

7.4 Structural Operations Recommendations

Recommendation S-4: Standardized Assembly Load Application – Superimposed loading on all assemblies should only be applied through mechanical or hydraulically controlled apparatus.

Recommendation S-5: Standardized Assembly Loading – The standard should require the maximum assembly design load to be based on the greater of the design load computed from either allowable stress design or limit states-LRFD and the controlling strength failure mode to be used for each type of assembly construction.

Recommendation S-6: Minimum Assembly Size – Specified minimum sizes of construction assemblies should be as follows: walls and partitions – 100 sq ft with neither dimension less than 9 ft, columns – not less than 9 ft length, floors/roofs – 180 sq ft, with neither dimension less than 12 ft, beams – not less than 12 ft span length. Standards making bodies should consider the formation of furnace classes to recognize furnace capabilities larger than the minimum size.

Recommendation S-7: Size Effects and Experimental Scaling – Employ dimensional scaling principles in the design of the test assembly to represent the actual construction applications.

Recommendation S-8: Mandatory Fire Testing Under Design Load to Structural Failure – All assembly fire tests should be conducted under maximum design load until an imminent or actual structural failure limit state is attained, or until an major integrity breach occurs, irrespective of the assembly’s other thermal conditions.
Recommendation S-9: **Actual Strength of Assembly Structural Materials at Ambient Temperature** – Require material strength tests be performed on samples extracted from the primary structural assembly members to determine their actual mechanical properties at ambient (including yield and ultimate strength, and elastic modulus).

Recommendation S-10: **Determination of Structural Properties at Elevated Temperatures** – Material strength tests should be performed on materials used in the primary structural assembly members to determine their actual mechanical properties at high temperatures (including yield and ultimate strength, and elastic modulus).

Recommendation S-11: **Inclusion of Load Eccentricity for Walls and Columns** – Require column and wall tests to be conducted with a minimum d/6 eccentricity of axial compression load from centerline, where d is the depth of column or wall.

Recommendation S-12: **No Hose Stream Test Requirement for Walls and Partitions** – Hose stream test procedure and its acceptance criteria for walls and partitions are no longer required.

Recommendation S-13: **Structural Instrumentation Check/Calibration** – Prior to initiation of fire test, check/calibrate all of assembly’s structural instrumentation (transducers, strain gauges, load cells) under superimposed load.

### 7.5 Recommendations Potentially Applicable to Existing Test Methods

While the objective of this project was to develop requirements for testing in support of PBSFE, many of the recommendations could be implemented within the context of the existing tests used in prescriptive design. The recommendations developed here fall into three categories; 1) fully capable of being implemented in existing test methods, 2) potentially capable of being implemented into existing test methods with minor modifications to the test standard, and 3) require major modifications to existing test standards. The category classification of the recommendations is shown in Table 4.

Recommendations falling into Category 1 are generally recommendations that add instrumentation that is not required in the existing standards. The recommendations do not restrict what is allowed in any way, but rather supplement the requirements of existing tests.

Recommendations falling into Category 2 are incremental changes or restrictions that go beyond the requirements of the existing test methods, but would not require major modifications to the test standard.

Recommendations falling into Category 3 are major departures from the existing test methods that could not be accommodated as incremental changes.
### Table 4. Applicability to Existing Test Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-1: Furnace Temperature Control</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-2: Furnace Differential Pressure</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-3: Furnace Oxygen Concentration</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-4: Unexposed Side Temperatures</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-5: Total Heat Flux off the Unexposed Side</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-6: Furnace Velocity</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-7: Temperature Profile through Test Specimen</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-8: Gas Temperature Measurement</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-9: Furnace Time-Temperature Exposure Curve</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-10: Calibration Test</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-11: Furnace Lining Material</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-12: Minimum Furnace Depth</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-13: Burner Fuel</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-14: Type of Burner</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-15: Secondary Air Capability</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-16: Exhaust Control</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-17: Thermal Properties of Materials</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-1: Assembly End Restraint Measurement</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-2: Deflections</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-3: Strain Gauges</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-4: Standardized Assembly Load Application</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-5: Standardized Assembly Loading</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-6: Assembly Size</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-7: Size Effects and Experimental Scaling</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-8: Fire Testing to Structural Failure</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-9: Actual Strength of Structural Materials at Ambient Temperature</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-10: Determination of Structural Properties at Elevated Temperatures</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-11: Inclusion of Load Eccentricity for Walls and Columns</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-12: No Hose Stream Test Requirement for Walls and Partitions</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-13: Structural Instrumentation Check/Calibration</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Documentation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Category 1 - supplemental to existing test method  
Category 2 - incremental changes or restrictions to existing test method  
Category 3 - major departure from the existing test
8.0 PROPOSED EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

A test plan outline involving composite concrete slab/steel beam floor assemblies and gypsum-protected load bearing steel-stud walls assemblies has been developed to evaluate the feasibility and value of the instrumentation and operations recommendations. The test plan outline also calls for reporting consistent with the documentation recommendations of this report. The test plan outline is provided in this section of the report. Other experimental research proposals are included in the general research recommendations of Section 6.

8.1 Test Plan Outline

This test method is intended to support the continuing development and use of Performance-Based Structural Fire Engineering (PBSFE). This supplementary test plan outline reflects the majority of the recommendations for enhanced fire resistance testing of building construction assemblies. Its objective is to provide the key variables and configuration of two test assemblies for a series of fire tests intended to further explore, validate and/or refine the test recommendations and criteria.

As specified by the Fire Protection Research Foundation (FPRF) for this Project, light frame walls and composite steel/concrete floors are to serve as the generic two assembly types for this testing assessment. HAI selected the particular construction described herein based on their representative nature of the assemblies of interest, the specifics of which can be adjusted at the discretion of FPRF, including the identification of particular proprietary products. These selections of the test assemblies were made based on their prevalent fire resistance rated construction as determined from HAI project experience including listings in the 2007 UL Fire Resistance Directory.

This test plan outline contains the essential information for FPRF to plan the test program and to finalize assembly details and test series parameters. The specific nature of the assemblies, variables to be changed, number of repeat tests, and intended test duration are all important considerations in this regard that are addressed. To avoid repetition, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with and has ready access to the HAI report (Beyler et al., 2007). For the sake of brevity, the test requirements simply reference the parent report and its various itemized recommendations, which contain their background and more specific details.

This outline provides general test requirements and those specific to the light frame wall and the composite floor assemblies.

8.1.1 General Requirements

The general requirements are:

- The minimum furnace depth (both horizontal and vertical furnaces) is 4 ft (Per Recommendation # T-12)
- All interior furnace surfaces are to be lined with ceramic fiber materials. (Per Recommendation # T-11)
- The furnaces will be fired using propane gas. (Per Recommendation # T-13)
• The furnaces will use premixed burners. (Per Recommendation # T-14)
• The furnaces will be equipped with a controlled source of secondary air for minimum oxygen content of 6% throughout test. (Per Recommendation # T-3 & T-15)
• Furnace shall be fired to follow the recommended time/temperature curve. (Per Recommendation # T-9)
• Plate thermometers will measure and control the fire exposure. (Per Recommendation # T-1)
• The fire tests will be conducted under positive furnace pressure across the entire test assembly, with laboratory capability to accordingly monitor and adjust pressure. (Per Recommendation # T-2 & T-16)
• Velocity measurements within the furnace are not required. (Per Recommendation # T-8)
• Minimum assembly sizes shall be as specified in ASTM E 119. (Per Recommendation # S-6)
• Both temperatures and heat flux on the unexposed side of the assembly be measured and recorded. (Per Recommendation # T-4 & T-5)
• Aspirated thermocouples will record the gas temperatures on the exposed and unexposed sides. (Per Recommendation # T-8)
• Temperature profiles through the assembly be measured and recorded. (Per Recommendation # T-7)
• Prior to the test, a general calibration of the thermal instrumentation is required. In this calibration test, plate thermometers used to control the furnace shall be installed at the location desired in the actual testing with some select measurements at other distances from the test article to evaluate the impact of thermometer offset on furnace temperature measurement. (Per Recommendation # T-10)
• The structural instrumentation requires load cells for measuring thermal end restraint, transducers for deflection data and high-temperature strain-gages at critical assembly locations. See specific test details below for locations. (Per Recommendation # S-1, S-2 & S-3)
• The live load shall be applied via hydraulic/mechanical equipment. (Per Recommendation # S-4)
• The maximum assembly design load shall be based on the ultimate strength/LRFD method. (Per Recommendation # S-5)
• For walls, a specific compression load eccentricity shall be used. (Per Recommendation # S-12)
• No hose stream test shall be conducted. (Per Recommendation # S-14)
• Continue the test until either an actual or an imminent structural failure occurs or occurrence of a major breach in the assembly or until safety considerations dictate. Unless other guidelines or criteria for imminent failure in ductile bending and axial compression are determined, the deflection-based limits described in Recommendation S-9 be used. (Per Recommendation # S-8 & S-9)
• Supplementary testing of the key protection and structural materials is necessary to identify their relevant ambient and high-temperature properties. Samples of materials
used in constructing the assemblies should be set aside for use in conducting thermal
and mechanical property testing. (Per Recommendation # T-17, S-10 and S-11)

- Test documentation includes assembly dimensions, construction and instrumentation
details, initial conditions, raw and processed data of all instrumentation, photos, and
visual observations of damage, unusual behavior, and failure mode(s).
- Each test assembly will be run in duplicate in order to assess reproducibility of
results, and possibly to correct any problems with the first iteration.

8.1.2 Light Frame Walls

Light frame walls consist of either wood or cold-formed steel studs protected by gypsum
board or plaster. Consequently, heavy concrete or masonry walls are not considered to be within
this category of building construction.

The strategy for planning this set of wall tests is to evaluate the performance of the common
construction of this type using the proposed test procedure. Since the test procedure focuses on
both thermal and structural performance during fire exposure, it was necessary for the wall
assemblies to be load bearing and be tested at their maximum design load. It was also decided to
use cold-formed steel studs rather than wood studs due to the wide use of steel studs and the
much greater variability of wood stud properties.

Common fire-resistance rated light wall construction is typically constructed by applying
gypsum wallboard to each side of the steel studs. Test Wall Assembly No. 1 will have one layer
of ⅝ inch thick, Type X gypsum board on each side of the studs and a layer of 3.5-inch thick
mineral wool insulation (4 lb/ft³ density) installed in the cavities. Test Wall Assembly No. 2 and
Wall Assembly No. 3 will have two layers of ⅝ inch thick, Type X gypsum board on each side
of the studs and a layer of 3.5-inch thick mineral wool insulation (4 lb/ft³ density) installed in the
cavities. Each wall will have overall dimensions of 10 ft, high x 12 ft wide.

Table 5 provides a summary of the test wall assemblies.
### Table 5. Test Matrix – Wall Assemblies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>Studs</th>
<th>Cavity Insulation</th>
<th>Gypsum Wallboard Facers</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>Steel – 3½-in. deep, 20-ga., 24-in. OC</td>
<td>3½-inch thick - (4 lb/ft³ density)</td>
<td>1 layer of ½-in. thick, Type X on each face – Vertically applied – joints staggered</td>
<td>Centrally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>Steel – 3½-in. deep, 20-ga., 24-in. OC</td>
<td>3½-inch thick - (4 lb/ft³ density)</td>
<td>1 layer of ½-in. thick, Type X on each face – Vertically applied – joints staggered</td>
<td>Centrally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>Steel – 3½ in. deep, 20-ga., 24-in. OC</td>
<td>3½-inch thick - (4 lb/ft³ density)</td>
<td>2 layers of ½-in. thick, Type X on each face – Vertically applied – joints staggered</td>
<td>Centrally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>Steel – 3½-in. deep, 20-ga., 24-in. OC</td>
<td>3½-inch thick - (4 lb/ft³ density)</td>
<td>2 layers of ½-in. thick, Type X on each face – Vertically applied – joints staggered</td>
<td>Centrally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>Steel – 3½-in. deep, 20-ga., 24-in. OC</td>
<td>3½-inch thick - (4 lb/ft³ density)</td>
<td>2 layers of ½-in. thick, Type X on each face – Vertically applied – joints staggered</td>
<td>Eccentrically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>Steel – 3½-in. deep, 20-ga., 24-in. OC</td>
<td>3½-inch thick - (4 lb/ft³ density)</td>
<td>2 layers of ½-in. thick, Type X on each face – Vertically applied – joints staggered</td>
<td>Eccentrically</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to assess the potentially adverse effects of compressive load eccentricity as recommended in Recommendation S-12, a centrally loaded wall configuration will also be tested with eccentrically applied maximum design load for direct comparison with the predecessor assembly. At this time, in view of the eccentricity requirements in ASTM E 72 for wall panel strength tests and those implied in ACI 318 for structural concrete design in compression, a load eccentricity of d/6 off the wall centerline is recommended, where d is the actual depth of the wall stud perpendicular to the wall (see Figure 19).
Figure 19. Cross-section of Proposed Wall Assembly, including Eccentric Load Line (away from fireside for steel studs only) – (cavity insulation not shown).

Instrumentation of each wall will consist of:

1. **Structural Instrumentation: (see Figure 20)**
   a. Deflections – transducer at mid-span of each wall stud for transverse deflection, and at top of studs for axial shortening (2/stud x 6 studs = 12 total)
   b. Strain gauges for steel wall studs – for central and approx. ¼-points of wall - both flanges and center of web, at both stud ends and at mid-span (3 studs x 3 locations x 3/location = 27 total)
   c. Restraint - load cells at top, middle and bottom of wall stud on one end (3 total)

2. **Thermocouples for assembly, see Figures 20 and 21, (in addition to furnace control thermocouples) – (78 total)**
   a. Wall studs – at both flanges and mid-web, for central and approx. ¼-points of wall, at mid-span and both ends
   b. Gypsum board and cavity insulation (see Figure 21) – for central and approx. ¼-points of wall, at mid-height and both ends, at stud and 12 inches away from these 3 studs, at exterior and interior of exposed and unexposed sides, and at middle of wall cavity insulation
Figure 20. Elevation Layout of Structural and Thermal Instrumentation for Wall Assemblies.
The instrumentation for Wall Assembly No. 2 and No. 3 is similar to that for Wall assembly No. 1 except for additional TCs added between the layers of gypsum wallboard. This is shown in Figure 22.

8.1.3 Composite Steel Beam with Concrete Floor

This type of very common floor construction generically consists of either a poured in-place concrete on metal deck supported by protected, steel wide flange beams or joists or a poured in-place reinforced concrete slab supported by protected, steel wide flange beams or joists. Composite action between the concrete and deck and between the concrete and beams (through shear studs) is typically employed for efficiency. Since the reinforced concrete slab composite floor assembly could exhibit different thermal restraining forces and concrete slab response
(spalling) than the concrete on metal deck assembly, it was decided to employ both types of floor construction in this test series.

The selection of the floor assembly details (concrete weight and thickness, depth of metal deck, etc.) and minimum spray-applied fire resistive material (SFRM) thickness on the beams will largely depend on its required level of fire resistance. A range of such protected assemblies is available for floor designs. For purposes of establishing the complete description of the test assembly configuration, it was decided to base this prototype on approximately a conventional 2-hr. restrained assembly and 2-hr. unrestrained beam commonly required for this type of floor system, with protection enhancements due to the more severe proposed fire exposure. Therefore, the proposed baseline floor assemblies are as follows:

The first assembly will employ a metal deck and its construction is proposed to be:

1. Poured in place concrete: normal strength, either normal weight (NWC) or lightweight (LWC), with thickness above metal deck of 4 ½ inches (NWC) to 3 ¼ inches (LWC), with 6 x 6, 10 x 10 SWG welded wire fabric
2. Unprotected steel floor deck: 3 inches deep, galvanized composite units of 24-inch width, blend of cellular and fluted, ribs perpendicular to supporting steel beam
3. Rolled steel beam, probably W8 x 28 shape, Grade 50 (ASTM A 992 or equivalent), with shear studs for composite action with concrete
4. SFRM – on beam only, minimum 35 pcf density, installed per appropriate UL XR ratings for UL 1709 exposure, contour protection thickness to be determined (about 1 inch)

Figure 23. Cross-section of concrete/metal deck & steel beam composite floor assembly.
The second test assembly will not employ a metal deck and its construction is proposed to be:

1. Poured in place concrete slab (unprotected): 5 inch thickness, normal strength, either normal weight (NWC) or lightweight (LWC), with reinforcing steel bars designed per ACI 318 provisions

2. Rolled steel beam, probably W8x28 shape, Grade 50 (ASTM A 992 or equivalent), with shear studs for composite action with concrete

3. SFRM – on beam only, minimum 35 pcf density, installed per appropriate UL XR ratings for UL 1709 exposure, contour protection thickness to be determined (about 1 inch)

![Cross-section of reinforced concrete & steel beam composite floor assembly.](image)

Figure 24. Cross-section of reinforced concrete & steel beam composite floor assembly.

Table 6 provides a summary of the test floor assemblies.

**Table 6. Test Matrix – Floor Assemblies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No</th>
<th>Floor Assembly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>Concrete floor with metal deck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B</td>
<td>Concrete floor with metal deck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete slab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5B</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete slab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The instrumentation for the concrete/metal deck floor assembly will consist of:

1. Structural Instrumentation: (see Figures 25 and 26)
   
a. Deflections – transducer at mid-span of steel beam, at center of each side of metal deck’s mid-span (3 total)
The instrumentation for the reinforced concrete floor assembly will consist of:

1. Structural Instrumentation: (see Figures 25, 26)
   a. Deflections – transducer at mid-span of steel beam, at center of each side of slab’s mid-span (3 total)
   b. Strain gauges – (27 total)
      i. Steel beam – middle of top and bottom flanges, and center of web – at both beam ends and at mid-span (9 subtotal)
      ii. Shear studs – bottom of two studs near beam mid-span, bottom of two studs near each quarter-points of beam span (6 subtotal)
      iii. Concrete – at top, middle and bottom of slab thickness, at mid-span of beam; and at the two slab mid-span locations for deflections (9 subtotal)
      iv. Steel reinforcing bars – over beam mid-span and at center of each side of slab’s mid-span (3 subtotal)
v. Restraint – load cells at top, middle and bottom of beam on one end (3 total)

2. Thermocouples for assembly (in addition to furnace control thermocouples) (48 total):
   
a. Beam – top and bottom flanges, and mid-web at mid-span and at each quarter-points of span

b. Concrete slab – same as for strain gauge locations

Figure 25. Schematic plan view of instrumentation set locations for deflections, strain gauges and thermocouples of floor assembly.
Figure 26. Schematic section view of instrumentation set locations for deflections, strain gauges, and thermocouples of floor assembly.

Cost Estimates

At this point in time, it is not possible to provide a precise cost per test due to many factors such as costs for materials, instrumentation, lab capabilities to meet requirements, etc. However, based on HAI’s experience with these types of tests, and assuming, the laboratory has the capability to meet the test requirements, it is estimated that approximate test costs are:

- Furnace calibration tests – 2 @ $20,000 per test
- Wall assembly tests – 6 @ $25,000 per test
- Floor assembly tests – 4 @ $50,000 per test
9.0 SUMMARY

Based upon this investigation it is indeed possible for fire resistance testing to provide critical data for use in performance-based structural fire engineering. The needs of PBSFE differ from the prescriptive design approach. This investigation has identified seventeen specific test method recommendations relating to thermal aspects of fire resistance testing, including instrumentation and operation of the furnace. In addition thirteen specific test method recommendations relating to the structural aspects, including structural instrumentation and operation of the furnace. In addition, recommendations for documentation of test procedures and results were provided. A number of general research areas that would serve the development of PBSFE were identified. Collectively, the recommendations and research areas identified provide a way forward to the achievement of PBSFE.
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